
INTRODUCTION 

Tim SOLIDARITY of an aggrieved people can be a dangerous thing. Noles
son from recent history could be more evident. Any nation united mainly 
by memories of injustices done to it is likely to behave unjustly in its own 
defense and to elicit similar responses from its neighbors and enemies. A 
cycle of self-righteous violence will then ensue. Fear and resentment will 
escalate all around, placing innocents at home and abroad in further jeop
ardy. America's newfound solidarity in the age of terrorism therefore war
rants suspicion. Many around the world nervously await our next massive 
use of military power, understandably <ifraid that we have ceased to be 
guided by democratic idc<ils <ind moral constraints. Soliclarity we will surely 
need in the struggles <ihcad. But on wlrnt basis sh;ill we secure it~ We had 
better lrnvc something in common besides resentful Fear of our enemies. 
Yet we have, until recently, been preoccupied with our ethnic, racial, and 
religious differences. We arc not used to discussing what, if anything, links 
us together. 

lt is perhaps no accident, under such circumst;inccs, that religious con
ceptions of national identity immediately come to the fore. Politicians as
semble to sing "God Bless America" on the steps of the Capitol or to assure 
that children acknowledge membership in "one nation under God" at the 
start of every school day. A prominent Jewish senator declares America 
an essentially religious nation. Judging from his past pronouncements, he 
means a Judco-Christian nation. Others intend something quite a bit nar
rower or a little broader when they utter the same words. Many Jews and 
Christians find the civil religion of our day incoherent and alienating-a 
travesty of true faith. As a student of these traditions, I am inclined to agree. 
But there is also something self-deceptive, and implicitly threatening, in 
the appeals to religion as a source of civic unity. Vague references to God 
from the crepe-lined podium cannot finally disguise the vast array of theis
tic :md nontheistic religions Americans cmlm1cc. Need r add that dissent
ers, free thinkers, atheists, and agnostics arc citizens, too? 

Some critics charge that the moral and spiritual core of our society is 
<·111pty. They frequently add that the ethical substance of the predecessor 
rnlturc has been drained off by liberal secularism. 'fo view the picture in 
ltiglt rnntrast, consider the Amish, a group that nobody would charactcri7.c 
;ts cit her fragmented or secular. It is easy to see both what marks this group 
;is ;1 con1111unity and wltat tradition its members can take for granted when 
cli•;n1ssing tlwir <'llti.-al cliffrn·11<Ts with one another. Any such group is 
11111111.J '"l'.<'tlw1 ,.J,,.,,.J\' l1r · .. 111c·cl •,tori<·s, dog111:1s, and ri111als tr:msmincd 
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across generations. Members of such a tradition are united in their beliefs 
about the world and their codes of conduct, their tables of virtues and vices, 
their pieties and their aspirations. 

In contrast, modern democratic societies appear to lack any such unify
ing framework. Jn the eyes of many observers they seem to be inherently 
at odds with the substantive, comprehensive visions of the religious tradi
tions.' I 'he perception of modern democratic societies as morally and spiri
tually empty is hardly confined to the Amish and simibrly isolated sects. 
It is the common link among the various types of antimodern traditional
ism that have appeared in countless times and places throughout the mod
ern era. Edmund Burke, Pope Pius IX, Rabbi Ovadia Yosef, Rene Gucnon, 
Seyyed I Jossein Nasr, Ananda Coomaraswamy, and many others have 
voiced the same complaint. Since 1980, that complaint has made new gains 
among religious intellectuals in America, primarily under the influence of 
Stanley Ilauerwas, a Methodist theologian, Alasdair Macintyre, a Roman 
Catholic philosopher, and John Milbank, an Anglican theologian. I will call 
the movement they represent the "new traditionalism." The challenge this 
movement poses to democratic society is a central topic in what follows. 

Liberal philosophers have often reinforced the traditionalist critique of 
modern democracy in two ways. First, they have endorsed a theory of the 
modern nation-state as ideally neutral with respect to comprehensive con
ceptions of the good. Second, they have proposed to establish political 
deliberation on a common basis of free public reason, independent of reli
ance on tradition. Not all liberal philosophers have committed themselves 
to these doctrines, but traditionalists have been quick to take them as de
finitive of modern democracy-and then to denounce modern democratic 
societies as embodiments of doctrinal error and secularism. There is no 
need for me to mount a detailed argument against these liberal ideas here, 
for other writers have already done the job admirably. 1 My own purpose is 
more positive. I want to make an affirmative case for seeing modern democ
racy differently. Jn the process of making it, I will not, however, be drawing 
mainly on liberal political philosophy from John Locke to John Rawls. My 
topic, stated in Rawlsian terms, is the role of free public reason in a political 
culture that includes conflicting religious conceptions of the good. But I 
am not trying to construct a the01y of the social contract, so I cannot mean 
by "public reason" what Rawls docs. And the object of the "overlapping 
consensus" I will identify in democratic culture is not what Rawls calls a 
"free-standing" political conception of justice.2 We are committed to the 
legitimacy of constitutional democracy under circumstances like ours and 
to reasoning with one another about political questions in a way that per
fects and honors our democratic norms. You can tell we have thl'sl' co111111it-
1m·11ts bcrn11sc of how Wl' behave. If we were not co111111itl<'d '" tlw 11·1•.iti 
lll;l("\' of ... lll~I it Ill i1111al d1·1111 HT:wv, WI' wo11ld itJ\'('~( ll lll<'li 111' II f' "',,.,/',I 1 I I.Ill 
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we currently do in attempts to alter our basic arrangements. If we were 
not committed to continuing a discussion that perfects and honors our 
democratic norms, we would happily accept more restrictive and exclusion
ary ways of conducting political deliberation. 

Yet while our norms have substantive content, we often argue over how 
to articulate them and what they imply. They clearly commit us to ideals 
of equal voice and equal consideration for all citizens, to take two examples 
of normative commitments that distinguish us from our unapologetically 
hierarchical ;inccstors. But how to state and apply these ideals h;is been in 
dispute since the founding of the republic. 1 t is unlikely that we arc going 
to reach a stable consensus on their philosophical interpretation. The sort 
of overlapping consensus we arc searching for in public discussion is fo
cused on particular policy questions, not on abstract conceptions of justice. 
Such conceptions have a role to play within the overall discussion, but they 
tend to be much too controversial and speculative to become the object of 
our consensus. 

Democracy, I shall argue, is a tradition. It inculcates certain habits of 
reasoning, certain attitudes tow:inl deference and authority in political dis
cussion, and love for certain goods :md virtues, as well as a disposition to 
respond to certain types of actions, events, or persons with admiration, 
pity, or horror. This tradition is anything but empty. Its ethical substance, 
however, is more a matter of enduring attitudes, concerns, dispositions, 
and patterns of conduct than it is a matter of agreement on a conception 
of justice in Rawls's sense. The notion of state neutrality and the rcason
traclition dichotomy should not be seen as its defining marks. Rawlsian 
liberalism should not be seen as its official mouthpiece. 

We claim in our official documents to be committed to substantive val
ues. The Preamble of the United States Constitution clearly dcsignntcs a 
list of goods that its institutional provisions arc meant to serve. It takes the 
democratic union it formally constitutes to be something the people wish, 
for good reason, to make "more perfect." The people thereby express their 
aspiration to "establish justice, insure domestic tranquility, provide for the 
common defense, promote the general welfare, and secure the blessings of 
liberty to ourselves and our posterity." Some skeptics say that the Pream
ble's reference to "the people" is a fiction, designed to disguise the embar
rassing fact that the governed have never actually given their consent. But 
who among us docs not hope to receive from government roughly what 
the Preamble promises? Agreement on the value of such goods and on the 
value of attempting to secure them in something like the Constitution's 
w:1y would seem to be a more promising source of solidarity than resent
llH'lll a11d fear.;\ constitutional democracy is in place. We consent to being 
govl'nwd liv it insof:1r :1» "" n·fr:1i11 :1~ a people from pressing for altcrna
lil'<'~ lo it. 
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Of course, nearly every nation makes grand democratic pronouncements 
nowadays. Empty rhetoric is hardly an adequate basis for political commu
nity. Commitment to democratic values, to be worth anything, must reside 
in the life of the people, in the way citizens behave. We obviously fall far 
short of the democratic ideals we espouse, on any reasonable interpretation 
of their substance. The ideal of equa 1 voice, in particular, is hardly consis
tent with the dominant role that big money now plays in politics. Yet we 
continue to demand reasons from one another when deciding on institu
tional arrnngcmcnts :me! political policies. We still make some attempt to 
hold our leaders responsible to the rest of us. We at least complain that fat 
cats and bigwigs have the influence they do; ;:ind we arc pursuing remedies 
that have some hope of surviving judicial review. Tt is not on ceremonial 
occasions alone th;:it we invoke our norms. We use them to call one another 
to account and in deciding what to do. 

In the ancient world, democracy meant rule by a particul<tr class, the 
commons. For us, its strictly political referent is a form of government in 
which the adult members of the society being governed all have some share 
in electing rulers and arc free to speak their minds in a wide-ranging discus
sion that rnlers are hound to take seriously.' The public deliberation that 
is essential to this form of government is conducted at various levels. The 
most prominent of these is th;:it of the people's elected representatives in a 
congress or parli;:imcnt. As Oliver ()'Donovan has pointed out, it is crucial 
tlut the people's representatives pl;:iy a role in modern democracy distinct 
from that played in an earlier era by " monarch's council. A council w;:is 
expected to advise the ruler on how to ;:ichicve his or her goals; its term of 
office could he tcrmi1rntccl ;:it the ruler's whim; its representative function 
was minimal. A congress or parliament, in contrast, serves at the people's 
pleasure, and is expected to deliberate "not on its own behalf but in re
sponse to ;:i wider context of deliberation, open to all, to which it must 
be attending carefully. "'1 This reference to a wider context of deliberation 
provides the link between democracy in its strictly political form and de
mocracy as a broadly cultural phenomenon in the modern world. By high
lighting the significance of public deliberation, democratic political ar
rangements bring to light their symbiotic relationship to a surrounding 
culture in which the shared discursive practices of the people arc of primary 
i mport;:ince. · 

By engaging in these practices we participate in a common life, a life that 
both needs to be made "more perfect" and needs to be clefenclecl against 
those who attack it for being morally vacuous or evil. This book concerns 
a tradition of democratic reasoning, dispositions, and attitudes that the peo
ple have in common. My primary aim is to make plain what this adhesive 
element in our sociality involves. My conception of the civic nation is prag
matic in the sense that it focuses on al1ivities held in common as constitutive 
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of the political community. But the activities in question arc not to be un
derstood in merely procedural terms. They ;:ire activities in which norma
tive commitments arc embedded as well as discussed. The commitments 
arc substantive. They guide the discussion, but they arc also constantly in 
dispute, subject to revision, and not fully determinate. They arc initially 
implicit in our reasoning, rather than fully explicit in the form of philosoph
ically articulated propositions. So we must be c;:ireful not to reduce them 
to a determinate system of rules or principles. Because they evolve, we need 
the historical c;:itegory of "tradition" to bring them into focus. 

In commending this pragmatic conception of democratic sociality, this 
book addresses readers in their capacity as citizens. It seeks a public, as 
opposed to a narrowly professional, audience. This is not so much a matter 
of the size of the audience 1 expect to reach, a topic on which it is pointless 
to speculate, as it is a matter of the point of view I am inviting my readers 
to adopt while reading. The point of view of a citizen is that of someone 
who accepts some measure of responsibility for the condition of society 
and, in particular, for the political arrangements it makes For itself. 'fo 
adopt this point of view is to participate in the living moral tradition of 
one's people, understood as a civic nation. It is the task of public philoso
phy, as [ understand it, to articulate the ethical inheritance rf the people 
Jin- the people while subjecting it to critical scrutiny. In inviting readers to 
adopt the point of view of a citizen, I <till also inviting citizens to reflect 
philosophically on their common life. This is a dcm:mding activity, as is 
all true philosophizing. It has almost nothing in common with "popular 
philosophy," a genre that tries to 1rnke philosophy accessible by leaving 
out the arguments-that is, the philosophy. 

'f'he people I am aclclrcssing, the people whose ethical inheritance I hope 
lo comprehend and assess, arc my fellow Americans. Much of what I have 
lo say would apply equally well, however, to other societies animated to 
-;0111c significant extent by democratic attitudes and appeal to democratic 
norms. When I speak of democratic societies, T do not mean groups th<tt 
fully live up to such norms, for in th<tt sense there arc no democratic socie-
1 it·s. But I do mean groups whose members invoke such norms habitually 
when holding one another responsible for what they say and do and are. 

\Vhat norms in particular? For example, those expressed in the Bill of 
I~ i1'.hts, like the freedom to speak one's mind in public, the guarantee of 
.J11l' process, and the prohibition of cruel and unusual punishment. But 
.Ji.,., norms agreed on only more recently, such as those implicit in the 
I· r11a1wipation Proclamation and the NinetccnthAmenclmcnt, in Lincoln's 
';,.<'ond Inaugural /\clclrcss and Sojourner Truth's "Ain't I a Woman?" And 
.Ji.,,> 11on11s still in the process of being hammered out by people who sense 
1 lr.11 dl'111onacy has unrealized implications for families, churches, corpora
t 1< >II"., :111.J <>llll'I' f(>r111s of' aSSO!'iatioll. 
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The continuing social process of holding one another responsible is 
chiefly what T have in mind when T refer to the ethical life or inheritance 
of a people. Central to democratic thought as I understand it is the idea of 
a body of citizens who reason with one another about the ethical issues 
that divide them, especially when deliberating on the justice or decency of 
political arrangements. It follows that one thing a democratic people had 
better have in common is a form of ethical discourse, a way of exchanging 
reasons about ethical and political topics. The democratic practice of giv
ing and asking for ethical reasons, I argue, is where the life of democracy 
principally resides. Democracy isn't all talk. Now and then there is also a 
lot of marching involved, for example. But there is no form of ethical life 
that generates more talk on the part of more people than does modern 
democracy. It is in democratic discourse that the claims and reasons of 
marching protestors get expressed. Protestors rarely just march. They also 
carry signs that say something. They chant slogans that mean something. 
They sing songs that convey a message. And they march to or from a place 
where speeches arc given. 

The political vision expressed in this book can be summed up in two 
thoughts from the writings of.John Dewey. The first is his twist on a famil
iar slogan: 

· f'hc old saying that the cure for the ills of democracy is more democracy is not 

apt if it means that the evils may he remedied hy introducing more machinery 

of the same kind as that which already exists, or by refining and perfecting that 

machinery. But the phrase may also indicate the need of returning to the idea 

itself, of cl;1rifying and deepening our apprehension of it, and of employing our 

sense of its meaning to criticize and remake its political manifestations. 

Dewey continues by saying that the "prime difficulty ... is that of dis
covering the means by which a scattered, mobile and manifold public may 
so recognize itself as to define and express its interests. This discovery is 
necessarily precedent to any fundamental change in the machinery."' The 
other thought is that democracy is a "social idea" as well as a system of 
government. "The idea remains barren save as it is incarnated in human 
relationships."6 As feminist theologian Rebecca Chopp has put the point, 
"democracy is never just a set of laws about equal and fair treatment. Rather 
it is an ongoing interpretation of itself, an ongoing production of new prac
tices and narratives, of new values and forms of social and personal life that 
constitute a democracy." 7 By combining these thoughts Dewey hoped to 
encourage both active identification with democratic practices and an am
bitious but realistic program for their improvement. "Only when we start 
from a community as a fact, grasp the fact in thought so as to clarify and 
enhance its constituent elements, can we reach an idea of democracy which 
is not utopian."8 
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Our fellow citizens are going to go on disagreeing with one another 
about how to rank highly important values no matter what we do. And 
none of us knows how to bring racial antagonism, poverty, misogyny, and 
mistrust to an encl. We had better work hard, nonetheless, to keep the 
democratic exchange of reasons going, for that is the best way we have of 
holding one another responsible. While we should try in various specific 
ways to raise the quality of our common discourse, we would be foolish to 
expect it to produce convergence on common conclusions at each point 
where we now disagree. We should also recognize, however, how disastrous 
it would be-in an era of global capitalism, corporate corruption, identity 
politics, religious resentment against secular society, and theocratic terror
ism-if most citizens stopped identifying with the people as a whole and 
gave up on our democratic practices of accountability altogether. 

The ethical inheritance of American democracy consists, first of all, in 
a way of thinking and talking about ethical topics that is implicit in the 
behavior of ordinary people. Secondly, it also consists in the activity of 
intellectuals who attempt to make sense of that way of thinking and talking 
from a reflective, critical point of view. Either of these things, when consid
ered in the dimension of history, may plausibly be termed a "tradition." I 
believe there is enough continuity between the projects of Dewey and those 
of various other public intellectuals I admire to warrant speaking of a tradi
tion of democratic thought, but I have to admit that this continuity has 
sometimes been hard to discern. One set of reasons for this has to do with 
dubious assumptions about what traditions arc, assumptions I will address 
directly in this work. But another set of reasons has to do with the rhetori
cal habits of democratic thinkers themselves. Any tradition born in suspi
cion of deference, and which honors as a cardinal virtue in a thinker what 
William Hazlitt called mastery of one's own mind and Emerson called self
rcliance, may be fated to have a shaky grasp on its own history. 

Think of the Zen master who, at the very moment when his pupil is 
virtually overwhelmed by feelings of piety toward him, insists on being 
slapped in the face. Acknowledging one's dependence on an exemplar
guidc whose help has been a necessary condition of spiritual growth, while 
also being able to achieve the independence of mind that the exemplary 
t hinkcr exemplifies, is a high and rare spiritual achievement. Most tradi
tions settle for a more subservient, and therefore more obvious, form of 
piety in order to have piety at all. This heightens one's sense of belonging 
to a tradition, but at the expense of a spirit of independence. Many of the 
grt'al practitioners of democratic criticism have valued independence over 
t I w more deferential forms of piety. Their consciousness of their own tradi
t io11 t rnds in consequence to he undeveloped. They are too busy slapping 
"'H" a 11ot ht'r i 11 t ht' E1cc to dwell for long on what they owe to whom. I am 
11<>1wtlwl<''' JWl"'>11:1dcd that thnl' :ire rl':ll p:iths of influence, commentary, 
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and allusion linking later writers to earlier ones within the tradition l have 
in mind. In any event, my aim at the moment is not to offer a scholarly 
exposition of a tradition's origins and development, hut rather to acknowl
edge an affiliation, or a bias, that informs my work. 

Dewey inherited much from predecessors like Emerson and Whitman. 
/\II three stood self-consciously within modernity. They were not appealing 
to the authority of a premodern tradition, and then imagining themselves 
to be messengers from a betrayed past. Nor were they identifying them
selves with a postmodern future, gesturing vaguely beyond the horizon to 
something wholly other than the culture in which they lived. They ac
knowledged that they belonged to the age they were thinking about even 
in the moments when they found it most despicable and worrisome. They 
were determined to identify, and identify with, forces within the age that 
could be bent toward its betterment or made to sustain democratic hope. 
This critical activity cultivated the ground on which they stood and with 
which they selectively identified. They did not promise to adhere to the 
given loyalties or allegiances of a people, but they did actively identify 
normative sources within their own society that were worthy of their en
dorsement. Whitman and Dewey belong to the tradition of independent 
essaying that writers like l Iazlitt and Emerson helped create in English
spcaking countries. Later writers, like Meridel Le Sueur, James Baldwin, 
Ralph Ellison, and Bill I Iolm eventually found a niche in the same tradi
tion. Many of the most important democratic thinkers have found their 
footing there. Few of them arc philosophers. 

My predicament is enough like those of the democratic writers I admire 
to make their precedents instructive. That is as far as l will go; my admira
tion stops well short of hero-worship. Like Emerson, I call attention to the 
lapses and limitations in all my favorite authors to keep my pieties within 
hounds.'1 I claim only that there is moral and intellectual sustenance to be 
gained from such thinkers, along with much of interest to argue with and 
reject. Every generation needs to survey the prospects of democracy with 
its own eyes (and without cant about the past). Whitman exemplifies the 
expressive vocation of democratic thought most fully when he teaches the 
necessity of straying from him. 

Whitman and Dewey aimed to give expression to the intimations of 
democracy in their own culture. Their task as intellectuals was to articulate 
the substance of democratic commitments in a way that would allow such 
commitments to be held self-consciously and self-critically. The point of 
doing so was in part to counter the image of democracy as an essentially 
destructive force with no ethical life or cultural substance of its own. Whit
man was writing as a democrat when he posed "the important question 
of character" to the American people. He called for what amounted to a 
democratic theory of the virtues-a theory designed "not for a single class 
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alone," a theory compatible with "the perfect equality of women." As l 
argue in part I, the question of character is no less important today. Whit
man was right to insist that democracy should pose that question to itself, 
but in it~ own terms. And Baldwin and Ellison were right to pose it again, 
a century later, when they spoke of the need to achieve or discover our 
country. 

Our democratic aspirations coexist, however uneasily, with our hatred, 
cruelty, sloth, envy, greed, and in di ffcrcnce to the suffering of others. The 
emergence of new elites has combined with various forms of vice, bigotry, 
arrogance, deference, and fear to deform democratic practices in all socie
ties we loosely label democratic. J usticc, as democracy conceives of it, has 
:ilways and everywhere been a virtue in short supply. But if this judgment 
applies to us, and not merely to societies that lack free elections and consti
tutionally protected rights, why continue to trust our fellow citizens and 
the leaders who represent them? And if one has no good reason to do this, 
why remain committed to membership in a democratic society at all? 
These questions ::irisc nowadays in debates over racial injustice, over the 
separation of church and state, over the moral limits to be observed when 
defending the people from terrorist attacks, and in many other contexts. 

American discussions of character have focused largely on three virtues, 
all of which arc commonly interpreted in religious tcrms. 111 The first of 
t hcsc, piety, looks toward the past. It concerns proper acknowledgment of 
the sources of our existence and progress through life. The second, hope, 
looks toward the future. It concerns our capacity for ethical and political 
~t riving when success appears uncertain or unlikely. The third, love or gen
erosity, can be directed to past, future, and distant objects, but it mainly 
hinds us to those with whom we share our time and place. It concerns our 
capacity to respond appropriately to our fellows, as no less worthy of being 
(·:ired for and cared about than we arc ourselves. The primary aim of part 
I is to take note of what a few influential American thinkers have said about 
1 lwsc topics, thus reminding ourselves of a conversation in which we can 
·.n· our commonalities as well as our differences in play. I give more attcn
t 1011 lo piety than to hope and generosity because that h:1s generated more 
• Cllll rovcrsy throughout our history. 

l1:1rt 2 takes up a conflict that has emerged over the last several decades 
I w1 wl'cn secularist and traditionalist interpretations of our political culture. 
I kr<', too, we must come to terms with the implications of deep religious 
clill(·1-c11ccs among the people. It would be unrealistic to expect mcmber
.,l11p in religious groups to have no influence on democratic decision mak-
1111•, :11ul dcli:1le, for one function of religious traditions is to confer order 
• 111 l1i1',ldy i111port:111t values and concerns, some of which obviously have 
I" 11111.-:d rl'i<'v:111c<'. Y<'t soml' prominent political theorists and philosophers 
.11 c· ·.11·.pi(·i"11~ • .t i11clivid11:d~ who II~(' rl'ligi"11s pr('111ist'S wh('ll arguing puh-
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licly for a political proposal. 'rhey ground their suspicion in the notion 
that reasoning on important political questions must ultimately be based 
on principles that no reasonable citizen could reasonably reject. f find this 
notion extremely implausible as an account of what we could conceivably 
have in common, but here I am less concerned with proving it wrong than 
with developing an alternative understanding of public reasoning. All dem
ocratic citizens should feel free, in my view, to express whatever premises 
actually serve as reasons for their claims. The respect for others that civility 
requires is most fully displayed in the kind of exchange where each person's 
deepest commitments can be recognized for what they are and assessed 
accordingly. It is simply unrealistic to expect citizens to bracket such com
mitments when reasoning about fundamental political questions. 

Religion is not essentially a conversation-stopper, as secular liberals 
often assume and Richard Rorty has argued explicitly. Neither, however, is 
religion the found;ition without which democratic discourse is bound to 
collapse, as traditionalists suppose. The religious dimensions of our politi
ca 1 culture arc typirnlly discussed at such a high level of abstraction that 
only two positions become visible: an authorit;irian form of traditionalism 
and an antircligious form of liberalism. Each of these positions thrives 
mainly by inflating the other's importance. They use each other to lend 
plausibility to their fears and proposed remedies. Each of them needs a 
"force of darkness" to oppose if it is going to portray itself as the "force of 
light." 

The result of such posturing is the Manichaean rhetoric of cultural war
fare. The pundits would have us believe that we are all embroiled in an 
essentially two-sided conflict over the culture of democracy. Academics 
have done remarkably little to correct the resulting forms of paranoid fan
tasy. The debates, over issues like abortion and same-sex marriage, that 
do now;idays occasionally erupt into uncivil behavior are more accurately 
described as marginal skirmishes than as warfare, at least when viewed in 
historical or cross-cultural perspective. There is some danger, however, 
that a dualistic picture of our cultural situation, if accepted by enough peo
ple, will become true. To the extent that believers and nonbelievers accept 
the caricatures and exclusive choices now on offer, they become more likely 
to retreat into separate camps that are incapable of reasoning and living 
peaceably with one another. 

1t is true that the expression of religious premises sometimes leads to 
discursive impasse in political debate. But there are many important issues 
that cannot be resolved solely on the basis of arguments from commonly 
held principles. So if we arc going to address those issues meaningfully, we 
had better find a way to work around the impasses when they arise. One 
name for the way I propose is conversation. By this I mean an exchange of 
views in which the respective parties express their premises in as much 
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detail as they see fit and in whatever idiom they wish, try to make sense 
',f each other's perspectives, and expose their own commitments to the 
possibility of criticism. 

'I 'he bulk of part 2 aims to demonstrate the value of carrying on a public 
rnnvcrsation of this kind with religious traditionalists. My conversation 
p:1rtners in these chapters are prominent Christians. T have selected them in 
I i:i rt because they represent the religious tradition to which most American 
•·it il',ens arc committed. It should be obvious that similar forms of tradition
: ti ism have proven attractive to some Jews and Muslims. The broader con-
1 nsation I hope to instigate would include them-and others as well. But 
• 111e cannot converse seriously with everyone at once, and in this book I 
l1:1ve chosen to converse mainly with versions of traditionalism that the 
< :hristian majority in the United States has found tempting. 

'I bditionalists arc right, l believe, to argue that ethical and political n:a
•,011ing are creatures of tradition mlll crucially depend on the acquisition of 
«twh virtues as practical wisdom and justice. They are wrong, however, 
11 lien they imagine modern democracy as the antithesis of tradition, as an 
111IH'rcntly destructive, atomizing social force. I could have made the latter 
111 •int in a different way by focusing on Christians who arc openly fighting 
1" make their tradition more democratic, such as Lisa Cahill, Rebecca 
< :liopp, J amcs Forbes, Peter Gomes, Mark Jordan, Susan Frank Parsons, 
l~oscmary Radford Ruether, Andrew Sullivan, and Garry Wills. This would 
I 1;1ve had the advantage of diversifying the range of Christian voices under 
• 1 i11sideration. But a book on those figures would make no impression on 
11':1dcrs who are attracted to the new traditionalism. So T have decided to 
I oms my critical attention in chapters 4-7 on the most influential of the 
111·w traditionalists: Ilauerwas, Macintyre, and Milbank. My criticisms of 
111<'111 :ire in some large measure feminist in inspiration, and incorporate 
1><>i11ts made before by Gloria Albrecht and Susan Moller Okin. I also try 
10 ..!1a llengc the traditionalists in another way, however, by contrasting 
1 I H'i r positions with those of theologically conservative but politically pro-
1'. 1 < ·•;si vc thinkers like Calvinist philosopher Nicholas Wolterstorff and Bar-
1I11 ;111 t hcologian George Hunsinger. 

< ltH' of my central claims is that modern democracy is not essentially 
.111 nprcssion of secularism, as some philosophers have claimed and many 
ill<'ologians have feared. Modern democratic reasoning is secularized, but 
11<>1 i11 :1 sense that rules out the expression of religions premises or the 
c·11111 l('111ent of individuals to accept religious assumptions. Those who la-
1111·111 0111" failure to agree as a nation on the sanctity of embryonic life and 
c>11 '"'.tl<'s relating- to sexual conduct and family life are free to offer their 
'' ·.1«• 1m Io the rest of us. Some hope ultimately to place a sacred canopy 
"'"1 1111:11 Father Richard John Neuhaus calls "the naked public square,'' 
tlw1('I>\" n·,;rni111~ l'tl1ic:d discomse from the perils of secular liberalism. Tn 
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practice this proposal turns out to be either unacceptable or unrealistic
unacccptablc if it employs the coercive power of the state to reverse the 
secularization of public discourse, unrealistic if it does not. Equally im
portant, it tends to misconceive what the secularization of public discourse 
involves. 

Traditionalists claim that democracy undermines itself by destroying the 
traditional vehicles needed for transmitting the virtues from one genera
tion to another. Bcc:n1sc traditionalists sec democracy as an essentially neg
ative, leveling force-as the opposite of a culture-they tend to underesti
mate the capacity of democratic practices to sustain themselves over time. 
Because they suspect that moral discourse not grounded in true piety is 
actually a form of vice, they arc tempted to withdraw from democratic 
discourse with the heathen. Some traditionalists actively foster alienation 
from the citizenry's public discussion of divisive ethical questions while 
promoting identification instead with prcmodern traditions and religious 
communities. I argue that this move represents an unwarranted form of 
despair over the current condition of ethical discourse and that it tells a 
largely false story about the kind of society we live in. 

Whether the citizenry can transform itself into a community that more 
fully warrants the trust essential to democratic practices remains an open 
question. We had better hope that the answer is yes, because the only 
alternative is grim. The rhetoric of the new traditionalists and Black Na
tionalists, to take two examples, implies that they have already given up 
on democracy. They declare the civic nation or modernity itself innately 
vicious, and then, having no place else to go, identify strictly with commu
nities distinct from democratic society as a whole. But this message has 
largely made matters worse. There arc practical reasons for resisting it, 
especially today. 

Democratic norms are initially implicit in what we do when we demand 
reasons for some actions, commitments, and arrangements, while treating 
others as acceptable by default; or when we treat some reasons as sufficient 
and others as insufficient; or when we respond unreflectively to something 
by admiring or deploring it. But norms can also be made explicit in the 
form of principles and ideals, as they are in our founding documents and 
in the speeches of eloquent citizens. Our political culture traffics heavily 
in appeals to explicitly stated norms. This is the most obvious way in which 
we hold our leaders, as well as our fellow ordinary citizens, accountable to 
the people. From a pragmatic point of view, the function of moral princi
ples with respect to the ethical life of a people is essentially expressive, a 
matter of making explicit in the form of a claim a kind of commitment 
that would otherwise remain implicit and obscure. Public philosophy ;1s I 
conceive of it is an exercise in expressive rationality. 11 Part 3 attempts Io 
clarify what this conception of public philosophy involves. Tt argues 1 ha1 a 
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kind of pragmatism can transcend the current standoff between secular 
liberals and the new traditionalists-and do so by borrowing crucial in
sights from both sides. 

For Whitman, articulating the ethical life of democracy was mainly a 
poetic task, and he took his understanding of the poet mainly from Emcr
son.12 The young Dewey learned from Emerson's essays and from Hegel 
that the task belonged as much to philosophers as it did to poets. I Iis ma
ture pragmatism was l;irgely an attempt to translate r lcgcl's philosophical 
cxprcssivism into the ordinary language of Americans who had no use for 
the Hegelian logic of identity. One thing he learned from I lcgcl was that 
the project of rational self-criticism and the project of bringing the ethical 
life of a people to self-conscious expression were best understood as two 
phases or dimensions of a single project. This project is Socratic in its 
commitment to self-examination and in aiming for self-perfection, but it 
is carried out simultaneously on an individual and a social scale-as a public 
philosophy. Dewey's pragmatism sought to explain, in terms a plain-spcak
i ng citizen could find intelligible, how one could reasonably aim to make 
<'xplicit, and then to criticize, the ethical Ji fc of one's culture without claim
ing (dishonestly, self-deceptively) to rise above the perspective of a situated, 
committed participant in that culture's practices. 

Many early champions of modern democracy, influenced by Enlightcn-
111cnt philosophy, had portrayed themselves as the heralds of a complete 
lircak from the past; "tradition" was a name for what they opposed; "rea
';011" and "modernity" were names for what they championed. Many of 
1 l1cm were revolutionaries who sought to turn the world of pomp and privi
lq~e upside down. Their rhetoric implied that they owed nothing to the 
past. In retrospect, we can sec the conceptual continuities that linked them 
with their predecessors and opponents. There is much to be gained by 
.1liandoning the image of democracy as essentially opposed to tradition, 
.1'; a negative force that tends by its nature to undermine culture and the 
'11l1ivation of virtue. Democracy is a culture, a tradition, in its own right. 
I 1 has an ethical life of its own, which philosophers would do well to articu
l.11<·. Pragmatism is best viewed as an attempt to bring the notions of demo
' 1:11 ic deliberation and tradition together in a single philosophical vision. 
I;• j Hit the point aphoristically and paradoxically, pragmatism is democratic 

11 i11!itio11alism. Less paradoxically, one could say that pragmatism is the phi!
' '""pltical space in which democratic rebellion against hierarchy combines 
11 11 lt I raditionalist love of virtue to form a new intellectual tradition that is 
111dd11cd to both. 

l':1rl or the democratic program is to involve strangers and enemies, as 
11<'1 I .1', kll< iw cit ii.ens, in the verbal process of holding one another rcsponsi-
1,i,. Tlti-; 11H"a11s taking 11orms th;1t originated in one tradition and applying 
1Iw111 :wr• 1-;s < ·11It11r:d I H H 11 H la rics, i 11 t IH" !top<' of drawing u 11dcmocr;1 tic in di-
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viduals and groups into the exchange of reasons. Philosophers make the 
task look easier than it is when they claim that all human beings already 
share a common morality, the common morality, simply by virtue of being 
human. From my point of view, such a claim seems like wishful thinking. 
It ignores the essential role that traditions play in shaping human thought. 

Among the central theses of part 3 are an expressivist conception of 
norms and the claim that being justified in believing something is a contex
tu<1l affair. While these two ideas can surely be attributed to Dewey, there 
arc so many points at which I depart from Dewey's specific formulations 
that it would be tedious for me to spend much time explaining the details. 
Instead, l draw directly on what I take to be the most important recent 
developments in pragmatic philosophy. My most obvious departure from 
Dewey is my claim that truth is not an essentially relative concept. This is 
a notion that many readers of my previous writings have found hard to 
square with what T say in praise of Dewey's doctrines on other topics. But 
I maintain that emphasizing the priority of social practices in the way prag
matism docs need not prevent us from thinking of ethical discourse as an 
objective endeavor in which full-fledged truth-claims play an essential role. 
A central challenge for pragmatism as a public philosophy is to overcome 
the suspicion that it cannot adequately distinguish truth from concepts like 
warranted asscrtibility and justified belief. Otherwise pragmatism appears 
to undermine or eliminate essential features of the ethical and political 
discourse it purports to articulate and defend. 

The difficulty this book poses to the nonphilosophical rc<idcr rises in 
chapters 3 and 8-12. These <ire the places where I spend more time dis
cussing distinctions that have been drawn by philosophers who write 
mainly for other philosophers. A public philosophy is addressed to the pub
lic, and it takes public life as its subject matter, but it is still philosophy. So 
it ought to hold itself responsible to what philosophers say among them
selves. l therefore need to move lrnck and forth, as Dewey did, between 
explaining ideas honed in academic philosophy and addressing moral, po
litical, and religious concerns th<it ordinary citizens discuss in public every 
day. Of course, the profcssionalization of philosophy since the days of clas
sical pragmatism has widened the gap between the two languages that pub
lic philosophy attempts to link together, perhaps to an extent that casts 
doubt on the bridging I am undertaking here. But I have plunged ahead, 
in the hope that others have created an audience for the sort of mixed genre 
to which the present work contributes. In this way, I hope, the ethical 
heritage of modern democracy can be made more intelligible to <it least 
some of those who have been shaped by it. 

T would like to think that a reader who took the time to go through the 
entire discussion carefully could emerge with an improved understanding 
of what has been going on recently in the disputed territory where phi lo 
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sophical, political, and religious thought intersect. My argument is acl
drcssecl to rc<1ders-<1bove all young ones-who arc struggling to make 
sense of the soci<il criticism, philosophy, and theology currently in circula
tion. My objective is to awaken in them a sense of new ethical, political, 
and intellectual possibilities. 

My focus throughout is on democracy in America. T would have written 
a different book if r had been living elsewhere, hoping to influence some 
other society. i\s an act of social criticism, this book is ncccss<irily a some
what parochial affair. But <is a contribution to comp<irativc ethics, it also 
takes part in a glolrnl conversation in which every society with democratic 
aspirations will need to be he<ird from on its own terms. If democracy is 
nowhere fully realized and everywhere in jcopanly, we all have much to 
learn from particular c<iscs. 
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Chapter 3 

RELIGIOUS REASONS 

IN POLITICAL ARGUMENT 

I{ 1:uG10us DIVEHSITY, like racial diversity, has been a source of discord 
1 Ii rough out American history. Most Americans claim to be religious, but 
1 licir convictions arc hardly cut from the same cloth. Given that some of 
1 licse convictions arc thought to have highly important political implica-
111 Ills, we should not be surprised to hear them expressed when citizens are 
nchanging reasons for their respective political views. Secular liberals find 
1 lic resulting cacophony deeply disturbing. Some of them have strongly 
11rgcd people to restrain themselves from bringing their religious commit-
11wnts with them into the political sphere. Many religious people have 
1·.rnwn frustrated at the unwillingness of the liberal elite to hear them out 
''''their own terms, and have recently had much to say against the hypocri
"'('s and biases of secularism. Freedom of religion now strikes some promi
' w11t theologians as a secularist ruse designed to reduce religion to insig-
11ilicance. Part 2 of this book tries to make sense of this controversy. 

Freedom of religion consists first of all in the right to make up one's 
''" 11 mind when answering religious questions. These include, but are not 
l1111itcd to, such questions as whether God exists, how God should be con
' 1·in.:d, :md what responsibilities, if any, human beings have in response to 
( ;, "l's actions with regard to them. Freedom of religion also consists in the 
1 q.,lit to act in ways that seem appropriate, given one's answers to religious 
, 11 H'stions-provided that one does not cause harm to other people or inter
lo-r(' with their rights. Among the expressive acts obviously protected by 
ii 11s right are rituals and other devotional practices performed in solitude, 
111 1 lie context of one's family, or in association with others similarly dis-
1" ,.,\'d. More controversial, however, is a class of acts that express religious 
'11111111itments in another way, namely, by employing them as reasons when 
1 1Li11g a public stand on political issues. What role, if any, should religious 
I" rn1iscs play in the reasoning citizens engage in when they make and 
, l..Jt'l1d political decisions? 

I 11(' free expression of religious premises is morally underwritten not 
111ilv liy the value we assign to the freedom of religion, but also by the 
' il11<· we assign to free expression, generally. All citizens of a constitutional 
,l,·111<HT:wy possess not only the right to make up their minds as they see 
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fit but also the right to express their reasoning freely, whatever that reason
ing may be. It is plausible to suppose that the right to free expression of 
religious commitments is especially weighty in contexts where political is
sues are being discussed, for this is where rulers and elites might be most 
inclined to enforce restraint. Any citizen who chooses to express religious 
reasons for a political conclusion would seem, then, to enjoy the protection 
of two rights in doing so: freedom of religion and freedom of expression. 
And these rights not only have the legal status of basic constitutional pro
visions, but also hold a prominent place in the broader political culture. 
Otherwise, the framers of the U.S. Constitution would not have had reason 
to affirm them explicitly in the Bill of Rights. 

J have no doubt that the expression of religious reasons should be pro
tected in these ways. Indeed, I would encourage religiously committed citi
zens to make use of their basic freedoms by expressing their premises in as 
much depth and detail as they see fit when trading reasons with the rest of 
us on issues of concern to the body politic. If they are discouraged from 
speaking up in this way, we will remain ignorant of the real reasons that 
many of our fellow citizens have for reaching some of the ethical and politi
cal conclusions they do. We will also deprive them of the central demo
cratic good of expressing themselves to the rest of us on matters about 
which they care deeply. If they do not have this opportunity, we will lose 
the chance to learn from, and to critically examine, what they say. And they 
will have good reason to doubt that they arc being shown the respect that 
all of us owe to our follow citizens as the individuals they are. 

Of course, having a right does not necessarily mean that one would be 
justified in exercising it. Clearly, there are circumstances in which it would 
be imprudent or disrespectful for someone to reason solely from religious 
premises when defending a political proposal. But some philosophers hold, 
more controversially, that such circumstances arc more the exception than 
the rule. Richard Rorty, the most important contemporary pragmatist, has 
claimed that reasoning from religious premises to political conclusions is 
nowadays either imprudent, improper, or both. The late John Rawls, the 
most distinguished political philosopher of our time, at first defended a 
similarly restrictive view. He later made a concession to free expression by 
qualifying that policy somewhat, but still considered it improper to intro
duce religious reasons into public discussion of matters of basic justice un
less those reasons are redeemed in the long run by reasons of a different 
kind. Jn this chapter, turning first to Rawls and then to Rorty, J will explain 
why their arguments for these positions fail to persuade me. The point is 
not to refute them, but to provide a rationale for apprn:1ching the topic 
differently. 
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RELIGION AND PUBLIC REASON 

In a religiously plural society, it will often be rhetorically ineffective to 
:1 rgue from religious premises to political conclusions. When citizens are 
deeply divided over the relevant religious questions, arguing in this way 
1~ rarely likely to increase support for one's conclusions. Sometimes such 
rcasoning not only fails to win support, but also causes offence. Reasoning 
Imm religious premises to political conclusions can imply disrespect for 
1 hose who do not accept those premises. For example, such reasoning can 
I >t' calculated to convey the undemocratic message that one must accept a 
p:1rticular set of religious premises to participate in political debate at all. 
I 11 the United States, such a message is now often reserved for atheists and 
,\'lt1slims, but Jews and Catholics can still occasionally sense it in the air. 
1 'hercfore, there are moral as well as strategic reasons for self-restraint. 
l,.:1irncss and respectful treatment of others arc central moral concerns. 

Rawls begins with such concerns, arguing as follows. Political policies, 
11 hen enacted in law, arc backed by the coercive power of the stnte. 'I(> be 
1 lTognized as a free and equal citizen of such a state is to he treated as 
"' 1111cone to whom reasons must be offered, on request, when political poli
' il'S are under consideration. The reasons that arc demanded arc not just 
.111y reasons. Each citizen mny rightfully dcm;ind reasons why he 01· she 
.,Jiould view the proposed policy as legitimate. It does not suffice in this 
' • 111text to he told why other people, on the bnsis of their idiosyncratic 
1 •1T111ises and collateral commitments, have renchecl this conclusion. It is 
1111! enough for a speaker to show that he or she is entitled to consider a 
proposal legitimate. The question on each concerned citizen's mind will 
'11'.hdy be, "Why should I accept this?" Fairness and respect require an 
l1<>11est effort, on the part of any citizen advocating a policy, to justify it to 
••I hcr reasonable citizens who may be approaching the issue from different 

I '"i nts of view. 
So far, so good. Proper treatment of one's fellow citizens does seem to 

1 ,·quire an honest justificatory effort of this sort. When proposing a politi
' .ii policy one should do one's best to supply reasons for it that people 
, " rnpying other points of view could reasonably accept. I wholeheartedly 
' 11ii1race this ideal when it is phrased in this (relatively weak) way. But 
l~.1Wls goes much further than this. 

I le argues that citizens should aspire to fulfill a much more demanding 
1d":il of public reason. The unqualified version of this ideal, put forward in 
1I1<· '1riginal clothbound edition of Politiwl l,iberali.wn, held that our rcason-
1111'. i11 the public forum should appeal strictly to ideals and principles that 
11< • n·a~o11able person could reasonably reject.' By agreeing to abide by such 
1•111wipks :111d lo rely solely on them when reasoning in the public forum, 
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c1t1zc11s enter :i social contract. The contract specifies the fair terms of 
social cooperation in the form of justice as fairness. According to this con
ception of justice, the principles of the social contract are those we would 
select as a basis for social cooperation if we were behind a "veil of igno
rance." Behind the veil, we would not know such facts about ourselves as 
our race, gender, medical condition, intellectual c:ipacities, religious com
mitments, or comprehensive moral outlook. In ignorance of these facts, 
but still looking out in a reasonable way for our interests in the resulting 
system of social cooperation, we would be bound to select fair principles. 
Political liberalism does not put forward this conception of justice as a 
component of a comprehensive morn I outlook, whether religious or secu
lar. This conception of justice is not premised on a doctrine of what our 
true good ultimately consists in, on a view of the meaning of life, or even 
on the full-fledged Kantian liberalism Rawls had defended in A 77.1e01y of 
]ustice. ft is a "free-standing political conception," put forward in the hope 
that it can become and remain the object of a stable "overlapping consen
sus" among reasonable persons holding conflicting comprehensive doc
trines. As such, it gives priority to the rightness of fair social cooperation, 
insofar as this might conflict with some idea of the good. 

Many of Rawls's religious readers have been prepared to grant that some 
version of the veil of ignorance would be useful in fleshing out a defensible 
notion of fairness. A principle designed to regulate economic life, for exam
ple, should be chosen from a point of view in which we don't know whether 
we will end up being among the least well-off. A principle regulating dis
crimination in hiring should be chosen from a point of view in which we 
feign ignorance of our gender and racial identities. F:iir enough. But 
Rawls's critics have long expressed doubts about similarly excluding knowl
edge of one's comprehensive religious and philosophical commitments. 
Rawls allows those behind the veil of ignorance to have access to a "thin" 
conception of the good, but his critics hold that in drawing the line between 
a thin conception and their own comprehensive doctrines, he is begging 
the question in favor of his own liberal views. For this is the move that 
underwrites two key components of Rawlsian liberalism: the priority of the 
right over the good and the conception of public reason with which we arc 
concerned here. The critics protest that neither of these key ideas can meet 
the high standard Rawls proposes for judging such matters: these are both 
notions that a reasonable person could reasonably reject. 

Public reason, Rawls says, "is public in three ways: as the reason of citi
zens as such, it is the reason of the public; its subject is the good of the 
public and matters of fundamental justice; and its nature and content is 
public, being given by the ideals and principles expressed by society's con 
ccption of political justice, and conducted open to view on that basis" (Pl,, 
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•1 I 3). The limits of public reason are meant to apply to deliberation on 
t·sscntial constitutional provisions and matters of basic justice, not to politi
l";il deliberation on lesser matters (PL, 214). The ideal of circumspection 
pertains not only to the reasoning of legislators and other officials, but also 
1 t > the reasons citizens use when arguing for candidates for public office 
:111d when deciding how to vote "when constitutional essentials and matters 
.,f basic justice are at stake" (PL, 215). These are the sorts of contexts Rawls 
li:1s in mind when he refers to the public forum. I le classifies reasoning 
npresscd in other contexts, such as a university or church colloquium, as 
private (PL, 220). All of these points arc essential from Rawls's point of 
1·icw. Neglecting any of them makes the ideal of public reason seem much 
111ore restrictive than he intends it to be. 

Now consider the crucial notion of ideals and principles that no reason
.ii ,Jc person could reasonably reject. What is a "reasonable person"? /\s 
l~:1wls sees it, "knowing that people arc reasonable where others arc con
' nned, we know that they arc willing to govern their conduct by a principle 
Imm which they and others can reason in common" (PL, 49 n. 1). What 
p1d1lic reason requires of citizens is that they be reasonable in the Rawlsian 
·.1·11sc. And this means being willing to accept a common basis for reasoning 
1 lut others, similarly motivated, could not reasonably reject. In short, to 
1.,. reasonable is to accept the need for a social contract and to he willing 
1' 1 reason on the basis of it, at least when deliberating in the public forum 
"''basic constitutional and political matters. This definition implicitly im-
11111 cs unreasonablenesr to everyone who opts out of the contractarian proj
' ' 1, regardless of the reasons they might have for doing so. "Persons arc 
1 c·.l';onable in one basic aspect when, among equals say, they arc ready to 
111 oposc principles and stancbrds as fair terms of cooperation and to abide 
I 11· 1 hem willingly, given the assurance that others will likewise do so. Those 
'" 1r111s they view as reasonable for eve1yone to accept and the1-ejin·e asjustijiahle 
'" them" (PL, 49; emphasis added). "By contrast, people are unreasonable 
111 1 lic same basic aspect when they plan to engage in cooperative schemes 
11111 :ire unwilling to honor, or even to propose ... any general principles 
"' .. 1 andards for specifying fair terms of cooperation" (PL, 50). It is clear 
I 1•1111 1 he context that the general principles or standards at issue in the last 
'l""l('(I passage are those that meet the requirement 1 have italicized in 
1 lw pr\'vious one. Notice that someone can count as unreasonable on this 
. ltl111i1 ion even if he or she is epistemically entitled, on the basis of sound 
, ,, , , >111pclli11g reasons, to consider the quest for a wnnnon justificatory basis 
111<11.illy 111111ccessary and epistemologically dubious. 1() count as rcason
dilc·, 111 th\' sense of "socially cooperative," Rawls assumes that one must 
1111.I Iii·; 1·011tractaria11 quest for a common justificatory basis plausible. My 
111 .. l 11.-111 i·; 1 h;11 I don't find this quest plausible. Or more mildly: f am not 
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persuaded that it is going to meet with success. For this reason, I want to 
explore the possibility that a person can be a reasonable (socially coopen1-
tive) citizen without believing in or appealing to a free-standing conception 
of justice. 

Rawls is quick to move from imagining the basis on which citizens "can 
reason in common" to concluding that on~y by conducting our most im
portant political reasoning on this basis can we redeem the promise of 
treating our fellow citizens fairly in matters pertaining to the use of coer
cive power. And this conclusion leads, in turn, to a restrictive view of the 
role religious reasons can play in the public forum. [t is clear that, in our 
society, religious premises cannot be part of the basis on which citizens 
can reason in common, because not all citizens share the same religious 
commitments, and nobody knows how to bring about agreement on such 
matters by rational means. Religion is a topic on which citizens are episte
mic1lly (as well as morally and legally) entitled to disagree. If so, it follows 
from the considerations just mentioned that using religious premises in 
our reasoning on basic political issues conflicts with the ideal of public 
reason as originally stated by Rawls. If the point of the social contract is to 
establish a basis on which citizens can reason in common, and religious 
premises are not part of that basis, then introducing such premises in the 
public forum automatically fails to secure the lcgitinrncy of whatever pro
posal this basis was meant to support. 

This conclusion strikes me as extremely counterintuitive, given that it 
seems so contrary to the spirit of free expression that breathes life into 
democratic culture. As Nicholas Wolterstorff says, "given that it is of the 
very essence of liberal democracy that citizens enjoy equal freedom in law 
to live out their lives as they see fit, how cm it be compatible with liberal 
democracy for its citizens to be moral~y restrained from deciding and dis
cussing political issues as they sec fit?"' Rawls seems to be saying that while 
the right to express our religious commitments freely is guaranteed twice 
over in the Bill of Rights, this is not a right of which we ought make essen
tial use in the center of the political arena, where the most important ques
tions arc decided. Is it always wrong for citizens in the public forum to 
reason solely on the basis of religious premises, at least when considering 
matters of basic justice and constitutional essentials? 

Rawls implied as much in the first, clothbound edition of Political Liben1l
is111, but amended his position in the "Introduction to the Paperback Edi
tion" in 1996 and in his paper, "The Idea of Public Reason Revisited."3 

IIis amended view is that reasonable comprehensive doctrines, including 
religious doctrines, "may be introduced in public reason at any time, pro
vided that in due course public reasons, given by a reason::iblc political 
conception, are presented sufficient to support whatever the t·o111prchc11 
sivc doctrines arc introduced to support" (Pl,, Ii Iii). 1\ff.,1.li111~ to this 
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"proviso," a citizen may offer religious reasons for a political conclusion, 
but only if he or she eventually supplements those reasons by producing 
arguments based in the social contract. The amended Rawlsian view is that 
religious reasons arc to contractarian reasons as JOUs arc to legal tender. 
You have not fulfilled your justificatory obligations until you have handed 
over real cash. l find this version of the position slightly more plausible 
than the original, simply because it is less restrictive. It makes a bit more 
room for such instances of exemplary democratic reasoning as the reli
giously based oratory of the Abolitionists and of Martin Luther King, Jr. 
But Rawls confesses that he docs not know whether these orators "ever 
fulfilled the proviso" by eventually offering reasons of his officially ap
proved sort (PL, Iii n. 27). So, strictly speaking, from a Rawlsian point of 
view the jury is still out on these cases. 

T sec it as a strong count against R;:iwls's current position that these p::ir
t icular speakers will barely squeak by on his criteria, if they manage to do 
so at all. The alleged need to satisfy the proviso in such cases suggests to 
inc that something remains seriously wrong with the entire approach Rawls 
is t;:iking. 'lwo main types of reason-giving arc to be found in the relevant 
speeches, but Rawls classifies both of them as private, because they do not 
:1ppcal to the common justificatory basis. In the first type, which Rawls calls 
"declaration" (CP, 594), the speakers express their own religious reasons for 
:1dopting some political proposal. Jn the second type, which Rawls calls 
"conjecture" (CP, 594), the speakers engage in immanent criticism of their 
< >pponents' views. As immanent critics, they either try to show th;:it their 
• >pponents' religious views arc incoherent, or they try to argue positively 
i"rom their opponents' religious premises to the conclusion that the pro
posal is acceptable. What they do not do is argue from a purportedly com-
111011 basis of reasons in Rawls's sense. Rawls docs not examine these forms 
'>i" reason-giving in any detail. ] le merely classifies them as private and 
111ovcs on. He docs not show why a speaker who combines them when 
.id dressing fellow citizens on constitutional essentials, like the right to own 
·.laves and who gets to vote, needs eventually to offer argument of some 
'•I her kind. 

Rawls is similarly ambivalent and therefore unpersuasive on Lincoln's 
St·t·ond lnaugural Address, perhaps the highest ethical achievement of any 
I" >lit ical speaker in U.S. history. What gets Lincoln barely off the hook is 
1 li:1t "what he says has no implications bearing on constitutional essentials 
"11n:ittcrs of basic justice" (PL, 254). [am not certain thatthis is true. The 
·.p<Tch is about the question of how a nation at war with itself over slavery 
• .111 remain a union. Lincoln's answer, in effect, is that it can do so only 
ii. :1t the moment when one side wins the war, the people and the state 
1 •·p1Tst·11t ing them behave "with ma lice toward none; with charity for all." 
1111-; i1wl11dt·s ht'havior i11tl'11dl'd to ":whint· and l'hcri.sh a just and la.sting 
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pe<1ce," which in Lincoln's view obviously includes taking the right stand 
on constitutional essentials and matters of basic justice. In any event, sup
pose he bad addressed such matters directly and at greater length, continu
ing the theme, introduced earlier in the speech, of two parties that both 
read the same Bible and pray to the same God, whom they believe to be a 
just judge of wrongdoers. Suppose he had spelled out his immanent criti
cisms of the self-righteous religious views, the moralistic dualisms, that 
both sides were then preparing to enact politically. Would the religious 
content in Lincoln's speech then have been improper? Would he be en
gaged in private speech, despite speaking as the president to the people on 
a very public occasion? Something is deeply wrong here. The speeches of 
King and Lincoln represent high accomplishments in our public political 
culture. They arc paradigms of discursive excellence. The speeches of the 
Abolitionists taught their compatriots how to use the terms "shivery" and 
"justice" as we now use them. T t is hard to credit any theory that treats 
their arguments as placeholders for reasons to be named later. 

I do not intend to go very for into the details of the debate between 
Rawls and his critics.+ My purpose in this section and the next is rather to 
determine what it is in his contractarian starting point that leads Rawls and 
others to say such counterintuitive things. If my diagnosis is correct, then 
the amended version of his position, while it is less paradoxical than the 
original, does not overcome the basic difficulties in his approach to the 
topic. My conclusion will be that we ought to reframe the question of 
religion's role in political discussion in quite different terms. 

The trouble is at least partly a matter of epistemology. I suspect that 
Rawls has overestimated what can be resolved in terms of the imagined 
common basis of justifiable principles, <llld has done so because at this one 
point in constructing his theory he has drastically underestimated the range 
of things that socially cooperative individuals can reasonably reject. lle has 
underestimated what a person can reasonably reject, l suspect, because he 
has underestimated the role of a person's collateral commitments in de
termining what he or she can reasonably reject when deciding basic politi
cal questions. What I can reasonably reject depends in part on what collat
eral commitments I have and which of these I am entitled to have. But 
these commitments vary a good deal from person to person, not least of 
all insofar as they involve answers to religious questions and judgments 
about the relative importance of highly important values. It is naive to 
expect that the full range of political issues that require public delibera
tion-issues on which we need some policy-will turn out to be untouched 
by such variation. Rawls would grant this. Indeed, it may be part of his 
reason for viewing "the diversity of reasonable comprehensive religious, 
philosophical, and moral doctrines found in modern de111111-r;1I i(' so('ict il's" 
;is a central prohkrn l~ir polit·ical lilwralis111 to ;1dd1T<;<; (l'I., lr1) Tlw q11<·•; 
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t ion is why constitutional essentials and matters of basic justice arc not also 
affected, for it is reasonable to suppose, when discussing such elemental 
issues, that the relative importance of highly important values-a matter 
1 ll1 which religious traditions have much to say-is a relev:rnt consideration. 
Rawls might wish to deny this on the basis of his doctrine of the priority 
of the right over the good, but this doctrine also strikes me as the sort 
• 1f thing over which cpistemically responsible people have good reason to 
disagree. 

r am tempted to put the point by saying that this doctrine is the sort of 
I hing reasonable people would he c11titled to disagree over. For the moment, 
let me use the term "reasonable" in a way that departs from Rawls's defini-
1 ion. In this sense, a person is reasonable in accepting or rejecting a com-
111itment if he or she is "epistcmically entitled" to do so, and reasonable 
people arc those who comport themselves in accord with their epistemic 
responsibilities.' 1 do not sec how the same epistemology can consistently 
(;1) declare the people holding various comprehensive views to be reason
,Jlilc in this sense, and (b) declare the people who dissent from the social 
contract not to be reasonable in the same sense. 'fo make (a) turn out to 
I 11· correct, one would need to assume a relatively permissive standard of 
n·;1sonablcness. But if one then applies the same permissive standard of 
n·asonableness to those who dissent from the social contract, (h) is going to 
I w very hard to defend. According to my epistemology, the more permissive 
-,1;rndard seems to be the right one to apply in both instances. But if we 
link the term "reasonable" to epistemic entitlement and apply the term in 
.1 relatively permissive way, it will be very hard to make those who reject 
1 lw contractarian project 011 epistemological grnunds qualify as unreasonable. 

This appears to be why Rawls has a stake in introducing his definition 
.. r reasonableness. The point of doing so is to guarantee that a reasonable 
1 ... rson will be committed to the contractarian project of trying to find, and 
.1hidc by, a common basis of principles. But this move only begs the ques
t 1c 111 of why the contractarian project of establishing a common basis is 
1t•;dr something no one can reasonably reject in the sense of epistemic 
c·111itlcmcnt. We still need an answer to this question. There appear to be 
"' 1111HI epistemological reasons for rejecting the quest for a common basis, 
11·;1so11s rooted in the permissive notion of epistemic entitlement that lends 
1 •L111sihility to the doctrine of reasonable pluralism in the first place. 

l~;1wls gave an interview to Commonweal, a liberal Catholic journal, in 
I 'l'IH (reprinted in CP, 616-22). ln it he asks how we are to avoid religious 
' 11·tl wars like those of the sixteenth century without adopting his position. 
"<;,.,., what I should do is to turn around and say, what's the better sugges-
111111, wh;1t's your solution to it? J\nd I can't see any other solution." He 
• • 1111i111ws: "Peopk can ma kc arguments from the Bible if they want to. But 
I 11 .1111 tlw111 lo <;t·1· that tlH''i should ;ilso give arg11mt·11t·s that all reasonable 
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citizens might agree to. Again, what's the alternative?" (CP, 620) Let us 
sec whether we can find one. 

Rawls's amended position entails that it would be inherently unfair, 
when speaking in the public forum on questions of basic justice, to rely 
solely on religious premises. This would hold, presumably, even in a case 
where my epistemological suspicions were realized and it proved impracti
cable to reason on the basis of a principle that all reasonable citizens could 
reasonably accept. But suppose this did turn out to be impracticable-for 
the simple reason that some epistemically responsible people who desire 
social cooperation have reason for rejecting each candidate principle. Must 
we then not consider the matter at all? Must we remain silent when it 
comes up for discussion? flow could a requirement of silence in such a 
case be deemed reasonable-that is to say, justified? 

For that matter, how could it be deemed fair· in a society committed to 
freedom of religion and freedom of expression? T do not see how it could 
be. As Wolterstorff argues: 

It belongs to the religious cmruictions of a good many religious people in our 

society that they ought to base their decisions concerning fundamental issues of 

justice 1111 their religious convictions. They do not view as an option whether 

or not to do so. It is their conviction that they ought to strive for wholeness, 

integrity, integration, in their lives: that they ought to allow the Word of God, 

the teachings of the 'forah, the command and example of Jesus, or wh<1tcvcr, 

to shape their existence as a whole, including, then, their social and political 

existence. 'I 'heir religion is not, for them, about something other than their social 

and political existence; it is afro about their social and political existence. Ac

cordingly, to require of them that they not base their decisions and discussions 

concerning political issues on their religion is to infringe, inequitably, on the 
free exercise of their religion.1

' 

It might be thought that offering religious reasons, without supplementing 
them by appeal to the social contract, is inherently disrespectful. But why 
need this be a sign of disrespect at all? Suppose I tell you honestly why I 
favor a given policy, citing religious reasons. 1 then draw you into a Socratic 
conversation on the matter, take seriously the objections you raise against 
my premises, and make a concerted attempt to show you how your idiosyn
cratic premises give you reason to accept my conclusions. All the while, I 
take care to be sincere and avoid manipulating you (CP, 594). Now, T do 
not see why this would qualify as a form of disrespect. Yet it does not 
involve basing my reasoning on principles that no reasonable citizen could 
reasonably reject. 

The conception of respect assumed in the object io11 'ilTt11s ll:iwcd. It 
neglects the ways in which one can show respect lc>r :11111ilw1 J>"1";011 i11 his 
or lier 1urtic1darit.v.: Tlw rc:1sc>11J{:iwls11q~frcts tl1t""" 11.11" 1·, 111:11 lw le> 
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cuses exclusively on the sort of respect one shows to another individual 
by appealing to reasons that rmyo11e who is both properly motivated and 
epistemically responsible would find acceptable. Why would J be failing to 
show respect for X if I offered reasons to X that X ought to be moved by 
from X's point of view? 8 Why would it matter that there might be other 
people, Y and 7, who could reasonably reject those reasons? Suppose Y 
and 7 arc also part of my audience. If I am speaking as a citizen to fellow 
citizens, unconstrained by expectations of confidentiality, they might well 
he. This is all I would mean by "speaking in public." Does my immanent 
criticism of X then show disrespect to V and /,? No, because I can go on 
to show respect for them in the same way, by offering dijferellt reasons to 
them, reasons relevant from theii· point of view. Socratic questioning is a 
principal tool of justificatory discourse as well as a way of expressing respect 
f"or one's interlocutor as a (potential) lover of justice and sound thinking. 
But it docs not proceed from an already-agreed-on, common basis. 

lt appears that R<iwls is too caught up in theorizing about an idealized 
f"orm of reasoning to notice how much work crndid expression and imma
nent criticism-dechration and conjecture-perform in real democratic 
exchange. Immanent criticism is both one of the most widely used forms 
'>f reasoning in what I would call public political discourse and one of the 
111ost effective ways of showing respect for fellow citizens who hold dif
l(·ring points of view. Any speaker is free to request reasons from ;:iny other. 
Ir I have access to the right forum, I can tell the entire community what 
1Tasons move me to accept a given conclusion, thus showing my fellow 
.. itizens respect as requesters of my reasons. But to explain to them why 
t!wy might have reason to agree with me, given their different collateral 
premises, I might well have to proceed piecemeal, addressing one individ-
11:d (or one type of perspective) at a time. Real respect for others takes 
·,1-riously the distinctive point of view each other occupies. lt is respect for 
111dividuality, for difference. 

Rawls builds strong assumptions about the nature of discursive sociality 
1111<> his conception of a "reasonable person." Such a person is by definition 
'" 1111cone who is prepared to play by the discursive rules of the imagined 
'c 1111mon basis on all essential matters. But why not view the person who 
1.dd·s e<ich competing perspective on its own terms, expressing his own 
1wws openly and practicing immanent criticism on the views of others, as 
1 1 <'asonablc (i.e., socially cooperative, respectful, reason-giving) person? 
\\'liy limit oneself in the Rawlsian way to the quest for a cotntno11 basis, 
/'.11'<·11 the possibility that a common basis will not cover all essential mat-
11·1·;:1 I do 11ot sec any convincing answers to these questions in Rawls's 
11 1 11i11gs or i 11 the works of other contractarian theorists. These questions 
11'\'":il, I 1hi11k, that the social contract is essentially a substitute forcommu-
1111.11 i:111 :q•,nT11w11t 011 :1 si11gfr c·omp1Tlw11siv<' 11ormativc vision -:1 poor 
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man's communitarianism. Contractarianism feels compelled to reify a sort 
of all-purpose, abstract fairness or respect for others because it cannot 
imagine ethical or political discourse dialogically.'1 Its view of the epistemo
logical and sociological dimensions of discursive practices is essentially 
blinkered. 

Wolterstorff puts the point in a slightly different way: 

So-called "communitarians" regularly accuse proponents of the liberal posi
tion of being against community. One can sec what they are getting at. None
theless, this way of putting it seems to me imperceptive of what, at bottom, is 
going on. The lihcral is not willing to live with a politics of multiple communi

ties. I le still wants communitarian politics. Ile is trying to discover, and to 
form, the relevant community. I le thinks we need a shared political basis; he 

is trying to discover and nourish that basis .... I think that the attempt is 
hopeless and misguided. We must learn to live with a politics of multiple com
munitics.111 

My qualm about this way of putting the point I want to make is that it 
concedes too much to group thinking. We do have multiple communities in 
the sense that the points of view many citizens occupy fall into recognizable 
types. /\nd some of these communities work hard, for legitimate reasons, at 
reaching consensus on topics that matter deeply to them. But the differences 
that set off one such community from another are not the only differences 
that make a difference in political debate. There arc also differences that set 
off individuals from the communities in which they were raised or with 
which at some point they became affiliated. Respect for individuals involves 
sensitivity to the ways in which they can resist conf(mnity to type. Wolter
storff calls for a "consocial" (114) model of discursive sociality for a demo
cratic society. By envisioning a multitude of discursive communities ex
changing reasons both within and across their own boundaries, such a model 
advances well beyond the social-contract model Rawls employs. But we need 
another layer of complication to make the picture fully realistic. 

On my model, each individual starts off with a cultural inheritance that 
might well come from many sources. In my case, these sources included 
the training ] received in Bible school, the traditional stories my grand
mother told on Sunday afternoons, and the example of a pastor committed 
passionately to civil rights. But they also included an early exposure to 
Emerson, Whitman, and Thoreau; the art, novels, and music brought into 
my home by my bohemian older brother; and countless other bits of free· 
floating cultural material that arc not the property of any group. And they 
included interactions with hundreds of other people whose racial and rcli 
gious backgrounds differed from mine. ft would simply lil' inaccurate to 
describe my point of view as that of my family, my co n·li1.,io11ists, or 111~· 
r:HT. ( )11c would foil to show fill' respect as an i11di\'icl11;il ii• 11w ;1•;•;i111ilatcd 
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my point of view to some form of group thinking. The consocial model still 
fails to do justice to the kinds of individuality and alienation that modern 
democracies can promote. 

Rawls derives his idea of public reason from conceptions of fairness and 
respect that are in fact to be found in the political culture of modern de
mocracy. But he develops this idea in a way that brings it into tension with 
conceptions of free expression and basic rights that also belong to the same 
rnlture. It is not clear why this tension should be resolved by adopting a 
Rawlsian conception of public reason. 11 It seems more reasonable to sup
pose that one should try to argue from universally justifiable premises, 
whenever this seems both wise and possible, while feeling free nonetheless 
to pursue other argumentative strategics when they seem wise. This would 
lie to treat the idea of public reason as a vague ideal, instead of reifying it 
moralistically into a set of fixed rules for public discussion. The truth in 
I he contractarian argument for restraint is that it would indeed be ideal if 
11·c could resolve any given political controversy on the basis of reasons 
I hat none of us could reasonably reject. But it has not been demonstrated 
I hat all important controversies can be resolved on this sort of basis, so it 
·;<·ems unwise to treat the idea of public reason as if it entailed an all-pur
pose principle of restraint. The irony here is that the contractarian inter
! 1rctation of the idea of public reason is itself something that many epistc-
111 ically and morally responsible citizens would be entitled, on the basis of 
1 heir own collateral beliefs, to reject. 

The contractarian position has a descriptive component and a normative 
1 '1mponent. The descriptive component is an account of what the norms 
• .J democratic political culture involve. It distills a rigorist interpretation 
• .J the idea of public reason out of various commitments that arc found in 
111:11 culture. The normative component endorses a principle of restraint 
.1·. :1 consequence of that interpretation. I worry that religious individuals 
11 ho accept the descriptive component of contractarianisrn as a faithful re
' • •11stTuction of what the norms of democratic political culture involve will, 
1111dcrstandably, view this as a reason for withdrawing from that culture. 
\ \'liy should one identify with the democratic process of reason-exchange 
ii I he norms implicit in that process are what the contractarians say they 
11 "'' I believe this thought is in fact one of the main reasons that antilibcral 

11 .1cl it ion a lists like Stanley Hauerwas, Alasdair Macintyre, and John Mil
I 1.111k have largely displaced Reinhold Niebuhr, Paul Tillich, and the libcra-
111111 I heologians as intellectual authorities in the seminaries, divinity 
.• l1011ls, and church-affiliated colleges of the wealthier democracies. 

\ V<' :11T about to reap the social consequences of a traditionalist backlash 
l/'.·1111·;1 co11tractari;111 liberalism. The more thoroughly Rawlsian our law 
.• 110.,!-; and c1hics <Tillers hccomc, the more radically Ifauerwasian the 
ilw11l111'.i":d ,,.·liool-; li<TOlll<'. Because most of the Rawlsians do not read 
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theology or pay scholarly attention to the religious life of the people, they 
have no idea what contractarian liberalism has come to mean outside the 
fields of legal and political theory. (There arc a few Rawlsians in religious 
studies, but they are now on the defensive and vastly outnumbered.) One 
message being preached nowacfoys in many of the institutions where future 
preachers are being trnined is that liberal democracy is essentially hypocrit
ical when it purports to value free religious expression. Liberalism, ac
cording to f laucrwas, is a sccuforist ideology that masks a discrimin::itory 
program for policing wh::it religious people can say in public. The appro
priate response, he sometimes implies, is to condemn freedom and the 
democratic struggle for justice as "bad ideas" for the church. 12 Over the 
next several decades this message will be preached in countless sermons 
throughout the heartland of the nation. 

Rawls found it frustrating that I laucrwas and his allies tend to ignore 
the careful distinctions he draws between liberalism as a comprehensive 
moral doctrine and the strictly politim/ liberalism he had been trying to 
perfect in his later years. f Tis Crm1111011wc1Tl interviewer asked whether he 
denied that he was "making a veiled argument for secularism." I le re
sponded by saying, "Yes, J emphatically deny it. Suppose I said that it is 
not a veiled argument for secularism any more than it is a veiled argument 
for religion. Consider: there arc two kinds of comprehensive doctrines, 
religious and secular. Those of religious faith will say 1 give a veiled argu
ment for secularism, and the latter will say l give a veiled argument for 
religion. I deny both" (CP, 6 l 9f.). But nobody is charging Rawls with giving 
a veiled argument for religion. The charge being made by his secular and 
religious critics alike is that he is wrong to expect everybody to argue in 
the same terms, which just happen to be a slightly adjusted version of the 
same terms dictated by his comprehensive secular liberalism. The critics 
doubt the need for the kind of decorum the liberal professor wants to im
pose on the discussion. And they doubt that a reluctance to adopt justice 
as fairness as a common basis for discussion makes someone unreasonable. 
These suspicions would not subside, it seems to me, even if Rawls's critics 
took full measure of all the distinctions and qualifications he has added 
to his theory. From the vantage of the religious critics, in particular, the 
complications would still seem both ad hoc and excessively restrictive.1.1 

In a later chapter, I will question whether Hauerwas's critique of liberal 
democracy exemplifies the ideals of Christian charity and Aristotelian 
friendship that he himself embraces as alternatives to contractarian liberal
ism. In doing so, I will offer him reasons for embracing the democratic 
struggle for justice, reasons that ought to carry weight from his point of 
view, not merely from my own idiosyncratic point of view as an Emersonian 
perfectionist. They are not reasons that derive from the social contrncl, 
however. They do not belong to the common basis. Tlw\' arc rcason'i 
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rooted in his theological commitments, which, needless to say, arc not uni
versally shared. I intend the exercise as a demonstration of respectful, sin
cere, nonmanipulativc, immanent criticism. 

1 have hc::ird that I laucrwas expressed the religious reasons for his criti
cisms of U.S. militarism in public, before a religiously mixed gathering of 
citizens in the nation's capital, not long after September 11, 2001. In my 
view, it was good that he did, regardless of whether he intends to satisfy 
Rawls's proviso. I laucrwas's audience on this occasion presumably in
cluded people who were concerned about such basic questions as whether 
states have a right to fight wars of sci f-dcfcnsc and whether the constitu
tional provision requiring Congress to declare war continues to apply. 
These citizens were anxious to hear the :irgumcnts of a highly influential 
pacifist and also to hear those arguments subjected to public criticism from 
other points of view. Democracy would not h;1vc been better served, it 
seems to me, if these reasons h::id been circulated only behind the closed 
doors of churches and religiously affiliated schools, where thq would be 
somewhat less likely to face skeptical objections. !•~specially given that 
1 lauerwas now enjoys wide influence among Amcricm Christians, he 
ought to be encouraged to speak in public so that the citizenry as a whole 
can inform itself about the content and strength of his argumcnts. 1'1 And if 
he someday chooses to address a congressional committee or speak on be
half of political candidates, so much the better. 

One factor to keep in mind when considering the new traditionalism is 
that I laucrwas and his allies accept the descriptive component of con-
1 ractarian liberalism. That is, they take this form of liberalism at face value 
:is an accurate account of what the ethical life of modern democracy in
volves. It is because they view it as a faithful reflection of our political 
<'ultnre that they arc so quick to recommend wholesale rejection of that 
ndturc. 1 hold that the contractarians have distorted what this culture in
rnlvcs by wrongly taking a sensible, widely shared, vague idea I to be n 
'·lcar, fixed, deontological requirement built into the common basis of our 
n·:1soning. If I am right about this, the new traditionalists arc wrong to 
1l'jcct that culture as implicitly committed to the contractarian program of 
ll'straint-what Hauerwas calls "the democratic policing of Christianity." 11 

l~l'jccting what contractarianism and the new traditionalism have in com-
1111>11 will permit us, I hope, to reopen the entire question of the role of 
1 <'iigious reasoning in public life. 

BETWEEN KANT AND I IEGEL 

1 lw contemporary contractarian version of the question is, "What moral 
• 1111<;1 r:1i111s on the use of religious premises in political reasoning are im
l'lwd II)' Ill<' <·0111111<111 h:1sis of rl'aso11i11g affirmed in the social contract?" 
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The sought-for principles might not turn out to be Kant's exactly, but the 
requirement that they be conceived in terms of a common justificatory 
basis on the model of a social contract is recognizably Kantian in lineage, 
self-consciously so in Rawls's formulation. Rawls does depart from Kant 
in a number of ways, and at some points appears to be conscious of his 
debts to the cxpressivism of both Hegel and Dewey. These latter debts 
arc most obvious in his thcorctic1l aspiration to make explicit the central 
clements of the shared politicnl culture and in his closely related doctrine 
of reflective equilibrium. On both of these points, Rawls is borrowing ideas 
from the cxprcssivist tradition in an attempt to transform "Kantian con
structivism" into a "political constructivism" tailored to the needs of politi
cal liberalism. The theoretical aspiration is a version off Iegcl's notion th;it 
the t;isk of philosophy is to comprehend its own age in thought. The doc
trine of reflective equilibrium articulates a I lcgclian conception of dialec
tical re;isonablcncss. But in his commitment to the metaphor of the social 
contract and in the definition of the "reasonable person" he uses to expli
cate that metaphor, Rawls remains a Kantian. From an cxprcssivist point 
of view, his departures from Kant improve on the work of his distinguished 
predecessor, but they leave him in an untenable position-in effect, halfway 
between the coherent alternatives of Kant and I lcgcl. 

Norms, according to an cxpressivist conception, arc creatures of the so
cial process in which members of a community achieve mutual recognition 
as subjects answerable for their actions and commitments. ft is the business 
of reflective practices to ma kc norms explicit in the form of rules and ideals 
and to achieve reflective equilibrium between them and our other commit
ments at all levels of generality. The social process in which norms come 
to be and come to be made explicit is dialectical. It involves movement 
back and forth between action and reflection as well as interaction among 
individuals with differing points of view. Because this process takes place 
in the dimension of time and history, the belicfo and actions one is entitled 
to depend in large part on what has already transpired within the dialectical 
process itself. llcgcl considered Kant's preoccupation with universally 
valid principles epistcmologica 1ly nai"ve, and was suspicious of the adequacy 
of the social contract when construed in expressivist terms as a model of 
rational commitments implicit in the shared political culture. Rawls briefly 
discusses I lcgcl's criticisms of social-contract theories in Political Liheralism 
(285-88), claiming that while these criticisms might be effective against 
some versions of the social contract, they do not tell against his. I am not 
persuaded, however, that Rawls takes I lcgcl's full measure in this response, 
for he focuses too narrowly on Hegel's explicit commentary on the social 
contract, without exploring the implications of Hegel's philosophy, taken 
as a whole. Rawls discusses Hegel at greater length in f,fft111·t'1· 011 the I fistory 
o{Moml Philosophy. But in focusing prim:irily on I lcgrl\ l'l•i/11111/il•y of Night 
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and in bis understandable attempt to steer clear of I Icgcl's metaphysical 
doctrines, he ends up paying too little attention to I Icgcl's epistemology 
and his account of concepts, both of which figure heavily in his critique of 
KantY' 

Consider any art, science, or sport you plcasc. 17 It should be clear that 
the norms of the practice at a given time constrain the behavior of those 
who participate in it by supplying them with reasons not to do certain 
things they arc physically able to do. Behavior within the social practice is 
open to criticism in terms of the norms as they have come to he. But con
formity to the norms opens up the possibility of novel performances, which 
have the dialectical potential to transform the practice, thus changing its 
norms. In the possibility of novel, pr:1cticc-transformi11g performances one 
catches sight of what Brandom calls "the paradigm of a new kind of free
dom, expi-e.rsive freedom" ("Freedom," 185; emphasis in original). By fore
grounding the dialectical process in which social practices, and the norms 
implicit in them, evolve over time, I lcgcl was both borrowing from Kant 
and moving beyond him. Kant had drawn the crucial contrast between 
constraint by norms, which he calls freedom, and constraint by causes. 
I legel was able to extend the Kanti<m conception of freedom as constraint 
by norms by setting it within his dialectical account of norms. For if norms 
:ire creatures of social practices, then the sorts of free expression made 
possible through constraint by norms will vary in accordance with the so
cial practices under consideration and with the dialectic of normative con
straint and novel performance unfolding in time. 

Once this point is fu1ly understood, it is no longer clear why we need to 
tether our social and political thcmy to the search for a common basis of 
reasoning in principles that all "reasonable" citizens have reason to accept. 
I 'he principles that one might have reason to reject will depend on one's 

dialectical location-on the social practices one has been able to participate 
111 and on the actual history of norm-transformation they have undergone 
~o far. Among these practices will be religious practices, which carry with 
1 hem their own styles of reasoning, their own vocabularies, and their own 
I H >ssibilities of expressive freedom. If the thoroughly dialectical view of cpi
',I emic entitlement is correct, why expect all socially cooperative, respectful 
J H Tsons to have reason to accept the same set of explicitly formulated 
11m111s, regardless of dialectical location? It is of course possible that they 
will, and they may indeed do so for a time, but the substance of a common 
,., hi cal life, according to Hegel, does not reside in the explicitly formulated 
.ii 1st ract norms that arise from the dialectical process in which we strive 
1, 1r reflective equilibrium. Tt resides in the myriad observations, material 
111 lne11n·s, act ions, and mutually recognitive reactions that constitute the 
il1:il<Tt i•·:il process itself. This changes at least a hit with every discursive 
111<>1'<' tl1:1t is 111ad<· l>y <·very i11tcrlocutor. The ahstTact norms arc often mis-
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leading or inadequate attempts to make explicit what is implicit in the ethi
cal life of the people. Moreover, they arc typically a full step behind the 
dialectical process-because the Owl of Minerva takes flight at dusk. 

We can get at this from another angle by considering the two quite 
different paradigms of the reasonable person that one finds in the Kantian 
and expressivist traditions. The Kantian paradigm of the reasonable person 
is the individual who is prepared to agree to rules th::it everyone else, acting 
on the same motivation, would have compelling reason to accept. The 
Hegelian paradigm is rather the individual who is prepared to engage in 
discursive exchange with any point of view that he or she can recognize as 
responsibly held. As the cxprcssivist secs it, the series of exchanges need 
not operate on a single common basis, tailored to all, but might well involve 
improvisational expression of one's own point of view and :id hoc imma
nent criticism of one's interlocutors. The expectation is that different im
provisations and different immanent criticisms-indeed, different vocabu
laries-might well be called for in response to each interlocutor. The one 
thing upon which a reasonable person can more or less count is the need 
to transcend whatever set of rules and concepts a distinguished philosopher 
has described as demanded by our common use of reason. 

The point of the contractarian program of restraint was to provide us 
with security against illegitimate forms of coercive interference on the part 
of rulers and fellow citizens. This is a matter of llC[!,fltive freedom, freedom 
ji-rm1 something. We still have ample reason to concern ourselves with this 
sort of freedom when assessing the political arrangements that arc open to 
us. But there is also another sort of freedom to nurture and protect, namely, 
expressive freedom. And this ought to make us hesitant to embark on a 
Rawlsian program of restraint. Expressive freedom is positive, the freedom 
to transform both oneself and one's social practices through a dialectical 
progression of novel performances :md their consequences. 'IO take expres
sive freedom seriously is to sec our capacity to engage in reasoning, includ
ing ethical and political reasoning, as something that cannot be captured 
definitively in the mere application of rules that no reasonable person could 
reasonably reject. For a reasonable person, in the Hegelian sense, is some
one who is always in the process of transforming the inferential significance 
of the normative concepts at his or her disposal by applying them to new 
situations and problems. 

The social-contract metaphor is too static to serve as an apt model for 
this process. What contractarianism seems to be looking for is a way of 
identifying the norms of social cooperation that fixes their inferential sig 
nificancc in advance, so that discursive exchange can be conceptually (and 
socially) stable. The norms are then taken to be settled and in need only 
of application in the approved procedures of deliberative discourse. This 
approach is :rnalogous to what I lcgcl, in his critique of K:111t's theoretical 
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philosophy, calls the faculty of the understanding (Verstand), whereas l Icgel 
prefers the more flexible, pragmatic, improvisational faculty of reason (Vcr-
1111nft), which he plausibly associates with the concept of spirit (Geist). Bran
dom develops the contrast between Vcrstand and Vernunfr as follows: 

Understanding concepts in terms of the categories of the Understanding is 

treating them as fixed and static. It allows progress only in the sorting ofj/({z~-
ments into true and false, th:1t is, in the selection from a repertoire fixed in ad

vance of the correct concepts to apply in a particular instance. But I Icgcl wants 

to insist that if one ignores the process by which concepts develop-what other 

concepts they develop out of, and the forces implicit in them, in concert with 

their fellows, that lead to their alteration (what Hegel calls their "negativ

ity")-then the sort of content they have is bound to remain unintelligible. 1
K 

I :1111 saying that this idea is also at work in I lcgcl's worries about Kantian 
l'ractical and political philosophy. Social-contract theory is an attempt to 
t ;11ne the concepts of ethical and political discourse in the interest of stabi-
1 i1.i11g the social order. It hopes to settle the basic question of the fair terms 
c ,f social cooperation so that deliberative discourse can proceed within a 
"table "contractual" framework. ft imagines itself as an alternative to two 
t lircats: the communitarian threat to individual autonomy, which achieves 
·.t ability but in the wrong way, and the anarchic threat of a war of all against 
.ill, which does not achieve stability at all. Social stability is to he achieved 
l 1v fixing the terms of social cooperation, the conceptual framework implicit 
111 the notion of the reasonable person. The practical expression of social
' 011tract theory is, unsurprisingly, a program of social control, an attempt 
t 11 l'nforce moral restmim on discursive exchange by counting only those 
w I 11 >want to reason on the basis of a common set of fixed rules as reaso11abie. 
It is no wonder that the result sits uneasily with the aspirations of expressive 
I 1 n'<lom. Hegel wants to avoid this outcome by redefining "reasonable" in 
1 n111s of the dialectic of expressive freedom. 

It should now be clear why a democratic cxpressivist would never be 
1 .. 111pted to discount Abolitionist oratory, Lincoln's Second Inaugural Ad
.11 <"ss, and King's sermons as mere lOUs. For such an exprcssivist sees 
ilrn1ocratic discourse as an unfolding dialectic in which the paradigmatic 
111 .. 1 :111ces of "reasonableness" involve either dramatically significant in no
'.11 ions in the ::ipplication of an entrenched normative vocabulary or espe
' 1.illy memorable exemplifications of discursive virtue. They are para
, I 11•.111a tic bee a use they move "reasonableness" forward, thus exercising 
"""w (defeasible) authority over future applications of the relevant con
' ''l'h. 1

'' For this reason, we cannot tell the story of the unfolding dialectic 
111tlirn1t !',iving them a prominent place in it. Any view that makes them 
11'1'<';11 111:1q'.i11:il or sonwthing less than par:icligm:1tic instances of"reason-
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ableness," simply because they do not conform to an abstract account of 
discursive propriety, deserves rejection. 

According to Brandom, "Kant tells a two-phase story, according to which 
one sort of activity institutes conceptual norms, and then another sort of 
activity applies those concepts. First, a reflective judgment (somehow) 
makes or finds the determinate rule that articulates [a] concept. Then, and 
only then, can that concept he applied in the determinate judgements and 
maxims that arc the ultimate subjects of the first two Critiqucs."20 ft is this 
two-phase story that l legcl rejects, and he rejects it when it appears in 
Kant's account of empirical concepts, in his moral philosophy, and in his 
social-contract theory. I lcgel's alternative, dialectical story implies that 
contractari:rnism is incorrect in thinking that something like the social con
tract is needed as the basis of social cooperation. Our normative concepts 
are not instituted at the contractual level and then applied on the basis 
of the constitutive contract. They arc instituted in the process of mutual 
recognition in which individuals hold one another responsible and implic
itly impute to others the authority to keep normative track of one another's 
attitudes. This process does not need the social contract to get going or to 
get along. 21 The process of exchanging reasons is already a system of social 
cooperation; it needs no help from the formal structure of the social con
tract to become one. But if the social contract is unnecessary, if our norms 
arc instituted in a different way, then why define a "reasonable person" as 
someone who is motivated to forge and live by the principles of the social 
contract? Why not count anyone as a "rcasona blc person" who participates 
responsibly in the process of discursive exchange which has reflective equi
librium as its ever-evolving encl? Why not sec this process as the way in 
which democratic citizens strive, at least in their better moments, to be
come a more perfect union of responsible, socially cooperative selves? 

There :ire at least three commitments that a pragmatist sensitive to these 
I Tegclian concerns would want to bring together in an acceptable self
understanding of democratic practices. Implicit in our way of treating one 
another is a conception of ourselves as citizens who (a) ought to enjoy equal 
standillg in political discourse; (b) deserve respect tts individualr keeping 
track of the discussion from their own distinctive points of view; and (c) 
have a personal and perhaps religious stake in the exercise of expressive 
ji-eedrnn. Given (a) and (b), we have reason to accept an ideal according to 
which it would be appropriate, much of the time, to reason from widely 
justifiable premises in the political arena. But given the emphasis in (b) 
on the distinctive points of view from which individuals keep track of the 
discussion, a pragmatist will not be tempted to construe this ideal as an 
absolute requirement to reason only from a common basis of principles. If 
we then interpret (c) in terms of the dialectic of normative rnnst-r:iint and 
novel performance, it seems reason a hie to expect th:H v:iri1111s s11r1 s of h:1 n I 
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decisions will have to be made as the dialectic unfolds. By applying normative 
concepts, participants in the process of reason-exchange effectively decide 
which social and political constraints to accept in the hope of enhancing, 
among other things, the expressive religious freedom of the citizenry. 

Pragmatic cxprcssivists accept the Kantian insight that there need to be 
constraints if there is to be freedom. But they reject the two-step procedure 
of social-contract theory-that is, the notion that to have any constraints, 
we must first fix the terms of social cooperation contractually and then 
simply abide by the agreed upon rules. They also see the central problem 
10 be addressed in social and political deliberation as the question of which 
forms of expressive freedom we, as individuals and as a group, wish to 
promote and enjoy. There arc infinitely many possible forms of expressive 
freedom. \Ve opt for some over others not by signing a social contract hut 
rather by promoting some social practices at the expense of others, both 
through our direct participation in them and the institutional arrangc-
111cnts we make for them. But as Brandom says, the cxprcssivist way of 
lr:uning the central problem of social and political deliberation docs not 
"1·vcn begin to settle questions about the trade-offs between di ffcrcnt varic
t ics of negative and positive freedom."" For this reason, cxpressivism has 
I wen the preferred idiom of starkly incompatible forms of resistance to 
rnntractarian liberalism. On the all-important questions of which social 
I 1ractices to promote and how to promote them, expressivists divide 
·.l1arply, with Emcrsonians at one end of the spectrum and traditionalists 
.11 the other. Emersonians, who place high value on the possibilities of 
11ovel expression, are inclined to use the freedoms afforded by the First 
\111cndment as an institutional framework for promoting nonstandard so
' ial practices and the forms of spirited individuality they foster. rlhdition
.ilists, however, have argued on exprcssivist grounds for a much less pcrmis
'.l\'l' vision of social life. They have claimed that the higher forms of ethic<ll 
.11111 religious self-cultivation arc possible only within the normative con
"' r:1ints of a relatively strict regimen of established communal practices. 
I· \pressivists of this sort have sometimes been willing to impose fairly se
'"r" restrictions on the expression of religious dissent in order to reap 
1I11 · rcw<lrds of expressive freedom and spiritual excellence they take to be 
I'' 1ssiblc only within a religiously unified community. 

I 11 l he United States, such proposals h<lve not made much headway, but 
111 ddn versions of them, which involve shrinking the divide between 
'l111rd1 :md state instead of eliminating it entirely, are gaining ground. One 
1I1111g l'ounting against traditionalist propos<l ls in the American context is 
1I1;1t r..lat ivdy strict church-state separation and ample freedom of religious 
, 'pi l'ssio11 comport well with a political culture that was shaped in large 
p.111 l1v i111111igr:rn1s in !light from restrictive religious orthodoxies. i\nothcr 
'1111111 ;11•.:1i11st tr;1di1io11alis111 is the sheer extent of religious diversity in this 
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society. Members of minority traditions-including those who join me in 
seeing Emerson, Whitman, and Thoreau as among the greatest spiritual 
exemplars of expressive freedom yet produced by America-have every 
reason to oppose restrictions on the public expression of religious dissent 
against majority views. One can hope that they will do so successfully for 
the foreseeable future. 

My version of pragmatism endorses major themes from Hegel's critique 
of Kant. It then combines Hegel's dialectical normative cxprcssivism with 
the Emersonian conviction that the most substantial spiritual benefits of 
expressive freedom arc to be found in a form of social life that celebrates 
dcmocn1tic inclivicluality as a positive good. One can sec this combination 
of ideas initially come together, I believe, in Whitman and Dewey. 

The llegelian component of my pragmatism has a number of things in 
common with the most plausible forms of the new trnditionalism. These 
include an emphasis on the importance of self-cultivation as an exercise of 
expressive freedom and an understanding of the dialectically social basis of 
norms. On I lcgcli;m grounds, I sympnthizc with the traditionalist's distaste 
for the contractarian libcrnl's program of restraint. But T do not sec resent
ment of contractarians as a reason for alienating myself from democratic 
hopes and freedoms.' l'hc traditionalist story that a particular religious tra
dition in fact functions as a community of virtue over against the sinfulness 
of the surrounding social world strikes me as extremely dubious as well as 
exceedingly prideful. I do not propose to replace the contractarian program 
of restraint with its traditionalist counterpart-a different set of restric
tions, typically designed to maintain a patriarchal orthodoxy, instead of a 
liberal professor's idea of discursive decorum. 

Finally, I oppose the contractarians and the new traditionalists on the 
most important point they share. For they both hold, as T do not, that the 
political culture of our democracy implicitly requires the policing or self
censorship of religious expression in the political arena. ff Rawls is right, 
contractarian theory may require this. But the descriptive component of 
his contractarianism is only one competing account of what the ethical life 
of democracy involves. Tf its picture of our culture is distorted, then we arc 
not already implicitly committed to the social contract featured in that 
picture. The picture neither supports the contractarian argument for re
straint, nor provides a rc;:ison for the traditionalist to reject the political 
culture it depicts. In this one respect, our political culture is a nobler thing 
than its leading theoretical defenders and detractors make it out to be. 
Judging by how the members of our society behave, they are more deeply 
committed to freedom, and to a more substantive, positive kind of freedom, 
than the theorists suspect. For historically they have not restrained them 
selves in the way contractarians hnve proposed. That is why Rawls ha~ 
trouble corralling his historical examples. The /\lioli1i1111i·;1•; did 1101 IT 
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strain themselves in this way. Abraham Lincoln did not. Martin Luther 
King, Jr., did not. Dorothy Day did not. Rosemary Radford Ruether docs 
not. Wendell Berry docs not. Furthermore, many members of our society 
would resist with considerable fury any traditionalist attempt to establish 
an orthodox alternative to freewheeling democratic exchange. More power 
to them. 

Let me now sum up how I would want to construe our implicitly recog
nized norms for employing religious premises in political reasoning. First, 
I would insist that the ideal of respect for one's fellow citizens docs not in 
('very case require us to argue from a common justificatory basis of princi
ples that no one properly motivated could reasonably reject. Second, I 
would recommend the mixed rhetorical strategy of expressing one's own 
(perhaps idiosyncratic) reasons for a political policy while also directing 
Liir-mindcd, nomnnnipulativc, sincere im1rnmcnt criticism against one's 
opponent's reasons. Arguing in this way is not only extremely common, 
1 nrt also easily recognizable as a form of respect. 

Third, I would refer, ;:is the new traditionalists do (and as a liberal like 
Stephen Macedo also docs), to the importance of virtues in guiding a citi-
1,cn through the process of discursive exchange and political decision mak-
111g. There arc people who lack civility, or the ability to listen with an open 
111ind, or the will to pursue justice where it leads, or the temperance to 
;1void taking and causing offense needlessly, or the practical wisdom to 
discern the subtleties of a discursive situation. There arc also people who 
l:wk the courage to speak candidly, or the tact to avoid sanctimonious cant, 
'•r the poise to respond to unexpected arguments, or the humility to ask 
lorgiveness from those who have been wronged. Such people arc unlikely 
11 > express their reasons appropriately, whatever those reasons may be. 
\Vhcn it comes to expressing religious re;:isons, it can take a citizen of con
.,j, lerable virtue to avoid even the most obvious pitfalls. I know of no set of 
111lcs for getting such matters right. My advice, therefore, is to cultivate 
1 lw virtues of democratic speech, love justice, and say what you please.21 

Is RELIGION A CoNVERSA:rION-STOPPER? 

1 'IH' contractarian program of restraint is a moralistic one. Richard Rorty's 
.11 !~t1111ent for restraint in "Religion as Conversation-Stopper" is prag-
111:1t ic' 1 I le claims that the public expression of religious premises is likely 
1" bring a potentially productive democratic conversation grinding to a 
11.dt. "The main reason religion needs to be privatized is that, in political 
il1·,rn~sion with those outside the relevant religious community, it is a con
' <"1';:11 ion s1oppcr." When someone does introduce a religious premise into 
.1 pol it il':d disnrssion, Rorty says, "the ensuing silence masks the group's 
111d111:11i1111 10 ~;I\', 'So what) \Ve weren't discussing your private life; we 
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were discussing public policy. Don't bother us with matters that are not 
our concern' (PSH, 171). Assuming that we want to keep the conversation 
going, we have good reason for excluding the expression of religious prem
ises from public political discussion. 

Rorty sounds a bit like a contractarian when he endorses what he calls 
the "Jeffersonian compromise that the Enlightenment reached with the 
religious" (PSI I, 169) and an epistemology he associates not only with 
Dewey and C. S. Peirce, but also with Rawls and I labermas (PSI I, 173). 
The content of the Jeffersonian compromise, he says, is that we should 
limit conversation to premises held in common, thereby excluding the ex
pression of religious premises. But he docs not go on to theorize about 
universally valid principles, about which he has expressed doubts on other 
occasions. So the Jeffersonian compromise implies the same program of 
restraint that the social contract docs without having the same purported 
epistemic status and without being expressed in the same moralistic tone. 
Why Rawls and Habermas emerge as model epistemologists in this context 
remains unclear. Rorty docs not say that employing religious premises in 
public conversation violates a universally justifiable principle of respect; he 
says that doing so is in "bad taste" (PSI I, 169). 

This argument is hardly !forty's most rigorously developed contribution 
to public life, hut it is, T think, a more accurate reflection of our political 
culture than is the Rawlsian argument. There are in fact many situations 
in which the introduction of religious premises into a political argument 
seems a sign of bad taste or imprudence on the part of ;i speaker. This is 
what I w;:is getting at near the end of the previous section when I referred to 
the need for pr;:ictical wisdom and tact. The reason that relying on religious 
premises is often imprudent when debating matters of public policy is not, 
however, that it violates a compromise supposedly reached between "the 
Enlightenment" and "the religious." It is rather that, in a setting as reli
giously divided as ours is, one is unlikely to win support for one's political 
proposals on most issues simply by appe;:iling to religious considerations. 

ls it true that religion is essentially a conversation-stopper? I would have 
thought that the pragmatic line should be that religion is not e.1:relltiaf/y 
anything, that the conversational utility of employing religious premises in 
political arguments depends on the situation. There is one sort of religious 
premise that does have the tendency to stop a conversation, at least mo 
mentarily-namely, faith-claims. We can understand why faith-claims hal'l' 
this tendency if we describe them in the way Brandom does. A faith-claim, 
according to Brandom, avows a cognitive commitment without claiming 
entitlement to that commitment." Jn the context of discursive exchangl', 
if I make a faith-claim, I am authorizing others to attribute the co111111i1 
ment to me and perhaps giving them :1 better u11d!'rst:111di111'. of why I haw 
undertaken certain other cognitive or practical ('0111111111111·111'.. I :1111 :d'io 
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making the claim available to others as a premise they might wish to em
ploy in their reasoning. But I am not accepting the responsibility of demon
strating my entitlement to it. lf pressed for such a demonstration, I might 
say simply that it is a matter of faith. In other words, "Don't ask me for 
reasons. I don't have any." 

It should be clear how this common sort of discursive move tends to put 
:1 crimp in the exchange of reasons. If, ;it a crucial point in an argument, 
one avows a cognitive commitment without claiming entitlement to that 
commitment, and then refuses to give additional reasons for ;:iccepting the 
1·laim in question, then the exchange of reasons has indeed come grinding 
to ;:i halt. But there arc two things to keep in mind here. First, a claim can 
I 1e religious without being a faith-claim. It is possible to assert a premise 
that is religious in content and stand rc;:idy to demonstrate one's cntitle-
111cnt to it. Many people arc prepared to argue at great length in support 
of their religious cbims. So we need to distinguish between discursive 
problems th;:it arise because religious premises are not widely shared and 
those that arise because the people who avow such premises arc not prc
p:1red to argue for them. 

Second, as Brandom points out, faith is not "by any means the exclusive 
province of religion" (AR, I 05). Everyone holds some beliefs on nonreli
/',ious topics without cl;:iiming to know that they arc true. 'fo express such 
.I belief in the form of a re;:ison is to make what f have been Calling ;l faith-
< laim. One would expect such claims to be fairly common in discussions of 
,.,pccially intract;:iblc political questions. When questions of this kind get 
discussed there are typically hard-liners on both sides who not only propose 
.111swers, but also claim to know that their answers arc right. Yet there is 
1 \'pically ;:i group of people in the middle who arc prepared to take a stand, 
ii 11ccd be, but would never claim they knew that they were right. The 
.ii 1ortion debate is like this, and so is the dcbnte over the problem of dirty 
li;111ds in the fight against terrorism. In fact, the phenomenon of nonrcli-
1·.1ous faith-cl;:iims is quite common in politic;:i] discourse, because policy 
111:1king often requires us to take some stand when we cannot honestly claim 
1" know that our stand is correct. That is just the way politics is. 

It is important in this context to recall the distinction between being 
' 111 itlcd to a belief and being able to justify that belief to someone else. 
I· 1T11 in cases where individuals do plausibly claim to be cpistcmically enti-
1 l .. d to religious premises, they might still be un;:ible to produce an argu-
11 w11t that would give their interlocutors reason to accept those premises. 
I'• :1'isc1t such a premise would not qualify as a faith-claim in the strict 

""11·;1· that I have just defined, but it would create a potential impasse in 
'c 111wr.~at ion. Yet here again, the same sort of difficulty arises for all of us, 
11111 111dy lc1r religious believers, when we are asked to defend our most 
olc'<'pi\· ("11/',l":lilH'd l'Ollllllit111e11ts, especially those that WC :lCIJllircd through 
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acculturation instead of through reasoning. We are normally entitled to 
hold onto commitments of this kind unless they prove problematical in 
some way-for example, by turning out to be either internally incoherent 
or too hard to square with newly acquired commitments that strike us as 
highly credible. lf the reason for excluding the expression of religious com
mitments is that they create this type of discursive impasse, then the only 
fair way to proceed is to exclude the expression of many nonreligious com
mitments, as well. But if we go in this direction, Rorty's view will require 
silence on many of the most important issues on the political agenda. 

As Rorty grants, many citizens in fact affirm political conclusions that 
arc influenced in some way by their religious commitments. Such commit
ments typically have a be;:iring on how one ranks highly import<1nt moral 
concerns. When President Truman was deciding what strntegy to pursue 
in bringing World War JI to an end, for example, he had to come to terms 
with two conflicting mora I concerns. One of these had to do with his hope 
to minimize the number of deaths resulting from his strategy. The other 
had to do with his qu;:ilms about dropping atomic weapons and firebombs 
on civilian targets. When the question arises of how we should instruct our 
future leaders to act when they face a similar conflict, citizens arc free to 
speak their minds. ff a group of citizens deems the latter concern more 
important than the former, or vice versa, they should feel free to say so. 
But when they do, they are likely to be pressed for reasons. Suppose their 
actual motivating reasons arc religious ones not widely shared among their 
fellow citizens, and it is clear that some citizens, employing their own rea
sonably held collateral commitments as premises, would be entitled to re
ject them. In that case, there appear to be three options: (l) to remain 
silent; (2) to give justifying arguments based strictly on principles ;:ilrcady 
commonly accepted; and (3) to express their actual (religious) reasons for 
supporting the policy they favor while also engaging in immanent criticism 
of their opponents' views. 

l sec nothing in principle wrong with option (3), especially in circum
stances that tend to rule out option (2). It could be, for example, that option 
(2) is difficult or impossible to pursue because the principles that suppos
edly belong to the Jeffersonian compromise, when conjoined with factual 
information accessible to the citizenry as a whole, do not entail a resolution 
of the issue. [t is plausible to suppose that the problem of dirty hands bas 
been hard to resolve precisely because some reasonable citizens are justified 
in rejecting one solution of the problem, while other reasonable citizens are 
justified in rejecting the opposite solution. But even if this is not granted, it 
is clear that there are other issues that cannot be resolved solely on the 
basis of commonly accepted principles. Kent Crcc11:1wa II :i rg11cs persua
sively that the debates over welfare assistance, p1111i•d11111·111, 111ili1;1ry polil'y, 
:1horlio11, cull1:111:i~i:1, :111d cnviro1111wn1:il policl' .ill I.di 111111 !111-. < .111·1~"1'\' .. ,, 
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It appears, then, to be a consequence of Rorty's argument for restraint that 
we should leave a long list of important political issues both unresolved 
and, even more implausibly, unaddresscd. 

In Contingency, Irony, mu{ Solidari~y, Rorty has this to say: 

All human beings carry about a set of words which they employ to justify their 

actions, their beliefs, mid their lives. These arc the words in which we fonnu

late praise of our friends and contempt for our enemies, our long-term proj

ects, our deepest self-doubts and our highest hopes. They are the words in 

which we tell, sometimes prospectively and sometimes retrospectively, the 

story of our lives. I shall call these words a person's "final vocabulary."27 

Rorty then explains this term as follows: "It is 'final' in the sense that if 
doubt is cast on the worth of these words, their user has no noncircular 
;irgumcntativc recourse. Those words are as far as he can go with language; 
beyond them there is only helpless passivity or a resort to force." \¥hat 
Rorty is describing here is the sort of discursive commitment one can be 
l'lltitled to even though one would not know how to defond it. I can imag
ine no way of banning the use of final vocabularil'.s, in this sense, from 
political discussion, even if it were a desirable thing to do, which it plainly 
is not. What makes some people religious is that the vocabularies in which 
I hey tell the stories of their lives-including their stories of our common 
political life-have religious content. I ,ike Rorty, they tend to be speechless 
when pressed for line;:ir reasons for adopting their final vocabularies. But 
1111lcss those vocabularies become severely problematical, what reason 
would they have for abandoning them? 

Rorty grants that there is "hypocrisy involved in saying that believers 
·;omehow have no right to base their political views on their religious faith, 
whereas we atheists have every right to base ours on Enlightenment philos
' >phy. The claim that in doing· so we are appealing to reason, whereas the 
r('ligious arc being irrational, is hokum." Ile is also realistic enough to 
.1d111it that "religious beliefs, or the lack of them, will influence political 
rnnvictions. Of course they will" (PSH, 172). So his point in endorsing 
1 he Jeffersonian compromise appears to be simply that it is always wise, 
pr;1gmatically speaking, to confine the premises of our political arguments 
t" commitments held in common. Religious premises ;:ire to be excluded 
11ot because they involve faith-claims and not because they involve vocabu
l:1rics that cannot be defended without circularity, but rather because they 
.1rl' not held in common. He seems to mean actllalfr held in connno11; be is 
1101 referring, as the contractarians do, to what all 1·easo11able persons would 
.w .. l'pl. But the problem remains the same. Reasons actually held in com-
111011 do not get us far enough toward answers to enough of our political 
'l'''";lions. The propo~cd policy of rcslr:1i11t, if :1dop1·cd, wo11ld cause 1-00 
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much silence at precisely the points where more discussion is most badly 
needed. The policy would itself be a conversation-stopper. 

Suppose you are debating an issue of the type Greenawalt highlights, 
and you arc still trying to argue your case solely by reference to commonly 
accepted principles and generally accessible information. Imagine that one 
of your interlocutors, sensing that you arc not fully disclosing your own 
premises, says, "But what's your actual reason? What really moves you to 
accept this conclusion?" Now you must either dissemble or choose be
tween options (I) and (3 ). But why not choose (3)? There are many circum
stances in which candor requires full articulation of one's actual reasons. 
Fvcn if it docs lead to a momentary impasse, there is no reason to view 
this result as fatal to the discussion. One can always back up a few paces, 
and begin again, now with a broader conversational objective. It is precisely 
when we find ourselves in an impasse of this kind that it becomes most 
advisable for citizens representing various points of view to express their 
actual reasons in greater detail. For this is the only way we can pursue the 
objectives of understanding one another's perspectives, learning from one 
another through open-minded listening, and subjecting each other's prem
ises to fair-minded immanent criticism. 

Like the contractarians, when Rorty discusses the role of religion in poli
tics, he completely neglects the potential benefits of ad hoc immanent criti
cism in overcoming momentary impasses. But he docs, in other contexts, 
reeogni;r,c the value of carrying on a discussion at this level. I !is name for 
such discourse in Philosophy a17tl the Mirrnr of Nature was "convcrsation."28 

There Rorty suggested that "co11ve1·srttirm [be scenJ as the ultimate context 
within which knowledge is to be understood" (389; emphasis in original). 
What he meant by conversation was a kind of discursive exchange in which 
"Our focus shifts ... to the relation between alternative standards of justi
fication, and from there to the actual changes in those standards which 
make up intellectual history" (389f.) The role of edifying philosophy, as 
Rorty presented it in that hook, is to keep discursive exchange going at 
those very points where "normal" discourse-that is, discourse on the basis 
of commonly accepted standards-cannot straightforwardly adjudicate be
tween competing claims. Conversation is a good name for what is needed 
at those points where people employing different final vocabularies reach 
a momentary impasse. But if we do use the term "conversation" in this way, 
we shall have to conclude that conversation is the very thing that is not 
stopped when religious premises are introduced in a political argument. It 
is only the normal discourse of straightforward argument on the basis of 
commonly held premises that is stopped. The political discourse of a plu
ralistic democracy, as it turns out, needs to be a mixture of normal discourse 
and conversational improvisation. 29 In the discussion of' some issues, 
straightforward argument on the basis of com11Hi11l.1· lwl1l .. 1:1111l:inls ('arri<'s 
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us only so far. Beyond that, we must he either silent or conversational. But 
we can be conversational, in the spirit of Rorty's most edifying philosophi
cal work, only by rejecting the policy of restraint he endorses. 

I came of age ethically, politically, and spiritually in the Civil Rights 
movement, where I acquired my democratic commitments from prophetic 
ministers. In college, when I moved rapidly down the path that leads from 
Schlciermacher to Feuerbach, Emerson, and beyond, l found myself col
l:iborating mainly with dissenting Protestants, secular Jews, and members 
of the radical Catholic underground in the struggle against U.S. involve
ment in the Vietnam War. I have known since then that it is possible to 
I mild democratic coalitions including people who differ religiously and to 
l'Xplore those differences deeply and respectfully without losing one's in
tegrity as a critical intellect. This book is offered in the hope that similarly 
diverse coalitions and equally full expression of differences remain possible 
in democratic culture today, if we can only summon the will to form them. 



Chapter 5 

THE NEW TRADITIONALISM 

ALASDAIH MAclNTYRE and Stanley I laucrwas have already entered these 
pages a number of times as representative critics of the political culture of 
modern democracy. J\s I have already suggested, their influence is espe
cially strong in the seminaries, where the term "liberal" is nowadays as 
unlikely to be used in praise of someone as it is in the nrcna of presidential 
politics. Their writings are clearly one source of the animus against secular
ism discussed in the previous chaptcr. 1 I want now to look closely ;it the 
form of traditionalism Maclntyre and Haucrwas espouse. Its most trouble
some feature, from the perspective of this inquiry, is its tendency to under
mine identification with liberal democracy. In Maclntyrc's account of mo
dernity, the term "democr:icy" scarcely appc:irs. But all things liberal come 
in for much abuse in his writings, and he obviously has liberal democracy 
as well as totalitarianism in mind when he dismisses "modern politics itself' 
ns something anyone "who owes allegiance to the tradition of the virtues" 
must reject. J\s Mnclntyrc sees it, modern democracy is merely "civil war 
carried on by other means."2 And on each of these points, I laucrwas not 
only pronounces Macintyre correct; he ups the ante, outbidding Macintyre 
in a rhetoric of excess. 

Friends of democracy therefore have reason to be concerned about the 
influence these writers enjoy, especially in quarters where the fine print is 
likely to be ignored. But there is also a serious intellectual challenge here 
that democratic thinkers need to address. For Macintyre and liauerwas 
have clone more than any other recent writers to confront us with a crucial 
question. Do we have reason to be happy with the kind of people we have 
become under the influence of modern ideas, practices, and institutions? 
The traditionalist answer to this question, of course, is no. We arc exactly 
what the market and the liberal state have made us-namely, self-interested 
individualists, out to get what we want. As the traditionalist prefers to put 
it, we simply lack the virtues required to sustain an admirable way of life. 
Because we are not bound together by commitment to a single shared tradi
tion we cannot take very much for granted when conversing with one an
other. As a result, our public ethical discourse is a cacophony of disparate 
claims. The function of such discourse is merely to express how we feel, 
so we should not be surprised that nothing gets resolved. 

There must be something to these ch;Hgcs; ot linwi.•;(', t lw 1ww t r;1dit ion 
alism would have trouble garnering attc11tio11, let ;dotw l11lloll'ns. Its pi<' 
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ture of modern ethical discourse is sufficiently disturbing, and perhaps suf
ficiently plausible at first blush, to require a seriously considered response. 
It seems to me, however, that many of those who have been attracted to 
Macintyre and 1 laucrwas have some lingering democratic sentiments that 
are either discounted or neglected in the new traditionalism. For example, 
these readers would not in fact be willing to join a traditional community 
in which women lacked the rights that men enjoy or in which a king denied 
his subjects the freedom to speak openly on political questions. They would 
find premodern forms of trial and punishment deeply revolting. And they 
would rebel against the prospect of a marriage arranged for them by their 
parents. Such people arc therefore acting in bad faith, or with a divided 
heart, whenever they use traditionalist categories to express their misgiv
ings about our society while leaving their democratic sentiments unvoiced 
and unexplained. 

The categories that most obviously require scrutiny in this context arc 
the matched pair, tradition and modernity. Traditionalism needs to define 
these concepts dichotomously; otherwise, it cannot impose the sharp and 
simple partition it uses to justify rejection of "modern politics itself." The 
half-conscious thought at work in this dichotomy is that genuine moclcr
nity, being in essence antitraditional, docs not have traditions. Moder
nity-specifically, modern democracy-is something that brings about the 
demise of tradition, and leaves us after virtue. We will sec that Macintyre 
and Uaucrwas sometimes trade on this thought in a way that consigns 
much of modern ethical discourse to invisibility. Among the varieties thus 
rendered invisible, l would argue, arc both the strand of Romantic tracli
t ionalism to which the new traditionalists owe their basic tropes and the 
strand of Emersonian thinking carried forward in the work of Whitman 
md Dewey. As I tried to show in chapter I, the latter is a form of sclf
consciously modern thinking that is no less concerned with the virtues than 
the traditionalists arc. One thing that makes it different from traditional
ism, however, is its interest in reconceiving the virtues in democratic terms. 
"I 'he upshot of my analysis will be that the new traditiona !ism tells a largely 
L1lse story about modern ethical discourse. I will begin, in this chapter, by 
examining several different versions of the story as Macintyre has told it, 
;111d then turn, in the following two chapters, to llanerwas's variations on 
1 he same themes. 

Tim PROBLEM QF POINT OF Vmw 

l\'];lC I ntyrc published A Short !Iistm:Y of Ethics more than three decades ago. 1 

I k has been rewriting it ever since: resolving problems in the structure of 
Iii~ 11:irr:itivc, making explicit various assumptions on which his account of 
011r prcdi(·amcnt depends, defining and redefining his allegiances, chang-
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ing his mind about some details, filling in many others, but never deviating 
from profound discontent with liberal society. Already in 1966, Macintyre 
was saying that "the acids of individualism have for four centuries eaten 
into our moral structures" and that "we live with the inheritance of not 
only one, but of a number of well-integrated moralities" (SI I, 266). The 
book was more ambitious than the introductory textbook it might have 
seemed, for it set out to explain both how modern moral philosophy had 
reached an impasse throug·h neglect of its own history and how moral dis
course itself had been fragmented in the course of the same history. 

"Conceptual conAict," he wrote, "is endemic in our situation, because 
of the depth of our moral conflicts" (SI I, 268). I Ic now often puts it the 
other way around, with conceptual conAict explaining the depth of moral 
conAict. But the resulting choices arc equally pressing either way: "Each 
of us therefore has to choose both with whom we wish to be morally bound 
and by what ends, rules, and virtues we wish to be guided. These two 
choices arc inextricably linked" (SI I, 268). I low is the choice of a vocabu
lary to be made? This depends on whether one stands within a coherent 
community, already committed to its outlook, its practices, and its modes 
of reasoning. "Speaking from within my own moral vocabulary, l shall find 
myself bound by the criteria embodied in it. These criteria will be shared 
with those who speak the same moral language" (SI[, 268). But if l do not 
already st:rnd within a coherent community, committed to its standards of 
judgment, how can my choice of a vocabulary be more than an expression 
of arbitra1·y preference or will? 

Maclntyrc's first book, Mm:xis111, appeared in 1953, when he "aspired to 
be both a Christian and a Marxist." By the mid-1960s, however, he had 
grown "skeptica 1 of both" outlooks and accordingly revised the book under 
the new title l\1arxism and Cbristiani~y.• Neither Christian nor Marxist any 
longer, he had not moved closer in the meantime to liberalism. What, then, 
was he? I le seems to have found himself outside of the moral traditions he 
had once tried to integrate, still alienated from the broader society in which 
he found himself, yet unable to affiliate himself in good conscience with 
another identifiable community or tradition. 'l 'hcse words from A Sb011 
llistmy of Etbin thus take on a certain poignancy: "And I must adopt some 
moral vocabulary ifl am to have any social relationships. For without rules, 
without the cultivation of virtues, I cannot share ends with anybody else. I 
am doomed to social solipsism. Yet I must choose for myself with whom l 
am to be morally bound. I must choose between alternative forms of social 
and moral practice" (SH, 268). 

Poignant these words may be on a personal level, but they also raised a 
problem of theoretical consistency for A Sb011 Tlistory o( t':thics, as Mac! 11 
tyre later acknowledged. T have called this the prnl1k111 .. r p<1i11t of view./\ 
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narrative that explains in moral terms how morality has disintegrated, and 
pronounces this outcome disastrous, leaves one wondering from what point 
of view the verdict could have been reached and how that point of view is 
itself to escape the implied condemnation. l f Macintyre did not already 
occupy an identifiable and defensible nonnative point of view, the tragic 
tone of his historical narrative and the various evaluations expressed in it 
would be groundless. Yet in this period he was prepared to take his stand 
only agai11st the sci f-images of the age. 1 The ground on which he had ta ken 
that stand remained invisible. 

Macintyre therefore set himself the task of clucid;iting the point of view 
from which he had been writing his history and expressing his discontents. 
This task involved m<lking previously unacknowledged assumptions ex
plicit, correcting :md extending them through systematic reflection, and 
locating them within a suitably revised narrative of the history of ethics. 
After Vi1111c, the most influential theoretical expression of the new tradi
tionalism, merely begins the task of elucidation. The reasoning that led to 
the writing of/ljter Virtue seems to have gone more or less as follows. 

If Macintyre hoped to justify a sweepingly negative verdict on the moral 
discourse of the age, he would have to articulate a point of view that belongs 
to the age he condemns but docs not share the incoherence he ascribes to 
it. In his sc<lthingly critical 1970 book on l lcrbcrt Marcuse in the Modern 
Masters series-the main thesis of which seems to have been that Marcusc 
did not deserve inclusion among the modern masters-Macintyre pro
nounced Marcusc's most famous book deficient on precisely these grounds: 
"The central oddity of 011e-Dime11sional Nlm1 is perhaps that it should have 
been written at all. For if its thesis were true, then we should have to ask 
how the book came to have been written and we would certainly have to 
inquire whether it would find any readers. Or rather, to the extent that the 
book docs find readers, to that extent Marcusc's thesis docs not hold. "6 

'I 'he same criticism can be raised against /I Sh011 l hrtmy ~f1','thics. Maclntyre 
rnuld sidestep the criticism, while maintaining his condemnation of the 
age, only by locating himself in a marginal position, taking a point of view 
i 11 the age but not of it. 

Wlrnt point of view might that be? It should, first of all, be consistent 
with rejection ofliberal individualism. It should also, however, disown vari
' 111s forms of modern radicalism, including Marxism, which Macintyre 
1· icws as symptoms of the diseases they aim to cure. It should, furthermore, 
I H • su fticicntly coherent and complex to provide defensible criteria of ratio-
11 :1 I choice-criteria that would justify Maclntyre's criticisms of the age. 
< lt hcrwise, the moral critic will be condemned to mere assertion. Finally, 
11 •;hould, if possible, allow the critic to share ends with at least some of his 
• <1111t·111por:1rics, thereby ;11·oidi11g social solipsism and politic1l impotence. 
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Tim RHETORIC OF AFTER VIRTUE 

lf we assume that Macintyre was reasoning in roughly this way, we can 
sec why he felt a need to affiliate himself openly with a particular "well
intcgratcd" moral tradition. One way to discover such a tradition would be 
to leaf back through the chapters of his moral history and locate the point 
at which prcmodcrn moral tradition begins to be displaced by liberal mo
dernity. And this is what Macintyre did in After Vii1-zte. His name for the 
tradition that suffered rejection at the outset of our era was "the tradition 
of the virtues." I le intended to show, above all, that this tradition, although 
largely rejected and isolated in our age, now deserves to be revived and, in 
light of its misfortunes, reformulated. Writing as an advocate of this tr:idi
tion, he believed he had finally resolved the problem of point of view, but 
he now had to recast his history of ethics accordingly. For the narrative 
had acquired not only a self-conscious point of view, but a new protagonist. 
The villain of course remained the same. 

I do not think that any critic has <lone full justice to After Virtue's imagi
rn1tive power. I have in mind, first of all, the striking imagery with which 
the book begins. We arc asked to imagine "that the natural sciences were 
to suffer the effects of a catastrophe," with the consequence that the current 
practitioners of science "have largely forgotten what it was," while pos
sessing only "fragments" of a once-coherent empirical practice and theo
retical discourse. This imagery of catastrophe belongs to the collection of 
tropes used since Longinus as indicators of sublimity. Ma cl ntyrc uses his 
imaginary talc about science to introduce his main thesis, which is that 
ethical discourse now lies in ruins analogous to the condition of scientific 
discourse in his talc. The image of ruin strives to reveal the energies of 
mind and heart that were, on his interpretation, concentrated in the prac
tices of a previous epoch, and Macintyre measures the height of that ep
och's achievement by the sharpness of the brcak. 7 Tn the bolt of light cast 
by the opening paragraphs of After Virtue, our familiar patterns of discourse 
take on the uncanny appearance of fragmentary ruins-in I lazlitt's phrase, 
"stupendous ... structures, which have been suffered to moulder into 
dccay."8 In introducing his major thesis in this strongly figurative way, be
fore his reasons have been offered, he somehow manages not to call atten
tion to the artifice of the rhetoric. The uncanniness of those paragraphs 
consists in the sense that we have learned something we already knew but 
have kept hidden. 

Tt is with the stage thus set that Macintyre introduces, in chapter 2, his 
account of "The Nature of Moral Disagreement 'focl:iy :ind the Claims of 
Emotivism." Here he attempts the boldest of figural iv<' ri·d1wt ions. We :ire 
meant to sec the essence of our cont-cmporary nil11111· .1·. '1111d1·11scd i11 
of :ill things the crnolivist rnoral pliilosopl1\' 111 ( I •;1"1'<'11';1111. Tl1i•; 
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vision startles ethical theorists, in part because they know that no more 
than a few contemporary philosophers believe that Stevenson's moral phi
losophy is true. This audacious syncc<loche is accomplished primarily 
through the use of three examples of modern ethical debates. These exam
ples are meant to license an inference to the conclusion that modern ethical 
discourse itself lies in virtually complete fragmentation. That is a lot to 
show on the basis of three examples sketched in a total of only two pages: 
the debates over war, abortion, and economic justice. Macintyre counts on 
his readers to know these debates by heart. They are the very stuff of every 
newspaper's editorial page and of the "moral problems" courses currently 
being taught in our colleges. Macintyre says that "it is their typicality that 
makes them important examples here" (AV, 8). What they typify, he adds, 
is the intcrminability of moral debates in our culture. This, he argues, is 
to be explained by appeal to the incommcnsurability of the premises from 
which the participants in modern ethical discourse argue their cases. Once 
we sec this, he concludes, we will realize that the arguments, although cast 
in the form of impersonal appeals to reason, actually function only to vent 
and manipulate emotions. That is why we live in the age of Stevenson, for it 
was his emotivism that explained how our ethical discourse really functions, 
despite pretenses to the contrary on the part of those of us who engage in 
the debates. 

Well, these arc ethical debates, and it is true that they have yet to end. 
This shows neither that they :ire interminable nor that the intcrminability 
they allegedly exemplify is characteristic of our ethical discourse as such. 
Any ethical debate now going on is a debate that has not yet ended. This 
goes without saying. Arc there no examples of ethical debates in our culture 
that have come to an end? Macintyre does not ask this question. Suppose 
we go back to mid-nineteenth-century America. What is the most impas
sioned ethical debate of the day? Clearly, it is the debate over the abolition 
of slavery. This is not, I am happy to add, an unfinished debate. Tt would 
he foolish to pretend that it was settled solely by reasoning, but it would 
also be foolish to think that the reasoning it involved can be explained away 
:1s nothing more than Stcvensonian hot air. Jn the meantime, we have had 
great debates over whether women should be permitted to vote, whether 
:1 lcoholic beverages should be banned in a society that cares about the vir-
1 ue of temperance, and whether blacks should be allowed to sit in the front 
of the bus. Each of these more recent debates, so far as I can tell, is now 
<iv er. They were settled, moreover, without massive bloodshed. lncom-
111rnsurable premises did not preve1'lt our fellow citizens from reaching a 
high level of consensus on them by exchanging questions and reasons with 
011c another. No doubt, each of these debates seemed interminable at the 
lil'ight of pulili.- .-.. 111rowrsy on the issue in question. Fach of them pro
d11l'<·d gn·:1I n.11111111", .. 1 1·1hic:il discoursl', both religious and secular in 
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inspiration, that deserve to be preserved in historical memory. Yet they are 
entirely missing from Maclntyrc's account. 

After Virtue takes many twists and turns before it reaches its memorable 
conclusion, in which Macintyre assembles his readers once again among 
the sublime ruins to initiate a quest for forms of "community in which 
civility and the intellectual and moral life can be sustained through the 
new dark ages which are already upon us" (AV, 263). The book exerts its 
persuasive power through an intricate interweaving of argumentation and 
historical narrative unlike anything else in twentieth-century moral philos
ophy. 1t is hard to imagine a book less like Rawls's Theory oj]ustice in form 
or content than this one. 

l3FYOND ,1 F'rl!H VIRTUE 

Macintyre stressed that his history of ethics was "a work still in progress" 
(AV, 278) and immcdiatedly promised a sequel, which appeared in l 988 
under the title Whose ]ustice? Which Ratio11ali~y?') Nobody would think of 
calling (;I/hose ]ustice a short history of ethics. Perhaps it needed to be a 
long and intricate book, given the problems remaining to be solved in Mac
lntyre's position. The most obvious of these was that 1frc1· Vit1ue had not 
expounded or defended its pivotal assumptions about the dependence of 
rationality upon tradition. If those assumptions cannot withstand scrutiny, 
the necessity of affiliating with a single "well-integrated" tradition of 
thought and practice is called into question. 1 shall return to this problem 
later. It will suffice for the moment to note that his recognition of this 
lacuna in his previous work explains Maclntyre's preoccupation with the 
theme of practical rationality and the concept of tradition in Whose ]ustice? 

Another relatively obvious problem was that After Virtue's historical nar
rative had achieved its dramatic effect by focusing our attention on sharp 
contrasts and major transitions. This meant deferring the detailed discus
sion of specific figures and of scholarly counterargument that would, in the 
end, be required to sustain the narrative's central claims. The sequel, in 
contrast, offers finely drawn portraits of a wide range of figures from an
cient Greece, medieval Christendom, and eighteenth-century Scotland. It 
concentrates not on the shifting fortunes of "the virtues," but rather on 
those of two virtues in particular, justice and practical wisdom, and this 
requires Macintyre to enter more deeply into the writings of the figures 
he discusses. The book also works much harder than its predecessors did at 
vindicating its interpretations over against alternative views in the scholarly 
literature. If the interest of most readers is bound to flag ten pages into an 
account of Sir James Dalrymple of Stair or ten paragraphs into a dialogue 
with John Cooper's reading of Aristotle 011 the pr:wti1·:il svllogis111, thos<· 
of us who lament the dc:irth or good ct!iil':d hi·.t1111111•.1.'11h1· ;If'(' lio1111d to 
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feel deeply in Maclntyre's debt. As a work of historical scholarship, ~Vhose 
]ustice? has hardly silenced expert critics, but it is easily Maclntyre's most 
impressive accomplishment to date. 

Since I have argued on previous occasions that After Virtue's historical 
narrative is inadequate, I want to take this opportunity to point out several 
respects in which Whose ]ustice? does better. 111 The first of these has to do 
with my charge that "the tradition of the virtues" championed in After 
Vi11ue is too amorphous to play the role assigned to it. Upon close inspec
tion, it becomes clear that this tradition, although presented in such a way 
that Aristotle can be its principal spokesperson, was meant to include any
one who gives sufficient prominence to "the virtues" and "the good" in 
ethics. Because it was arrived at initially in a quest for an all-purpose 
"Other" in comparison to which liberal modernity could be seen as hope
lessly divided and incoherent, it gathers together people with vastly di ftcr
cnt tables of virtues and conceptions of the good. These include many 
people who would want to dissociate themselves from a tradition in which 
Aristotle could be cast as the central figure. Any tradition so diverse could 
not supply the wanted contrast with liberal modernity, nor could it satisfac
torily resolve the problem of point of view. 'fo do those things, Macintyre 
would have to commit himself to a particular conception of the good lifo 
:md a corrchitive table of the virtues. 

Whose ]usticc? speaks of four distinct traditions: Aristotelianism, Au
gustinianism, the Scottish Enlightenment, and liberalism. And Macintyre 
brings his spiritual autobiography if not full circle, at least homeward 
bound, by identifying himself openly with the Thomistic strand of Au
gustinian Christianity. This confession does indeed clarify the position 
Macintyre intends to occupy while criticizing liberal society and reworking 
his account of Western culture's allegedly downward slide. It helps us sec, 
furthermore, which of the "local forms of community" vaguely alluded to 
in the concluding pages of After Virtue Macintyre wants us to inhabit while 
the "new dark ages" arc upon us. It also, of course, underlines the signifi
cance of the role religious traditions have played and continue to play in 
our moral history. 

A second criticism I had made of /~frer Virtue-one 1 had made on an
other occasion when discussing /1 Short Histmy rif· Fthics-was that its ne
glect of the religious traditions seriously vitiated its historical reconstruc
t ion of our past. 11 In the postscript to the second edition of After Virtue, 
Macintyre acknowledged the validity of this charge and promised to do 
l1<·t ter in the sequel. The ample space given in Whose]ustice? to Augustinian 
t r:1dit ion and to the influence of Calvinism on eighteenth-century Scottish 
rnlt111T rcdtTlll'i tli:1t promise. \.Vhat, then, is gained from such additions, 
.1.,id1· fro111 llH'I'<' 111111p11·lw11•;il'<'ll<'.SS) 
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One benefit emerges clearly in the new account of Aquinas, which is not 
only much longer than the corresponding section of After Virtue, but also 
vastly more adequate. I had complained that After Virtue read Aquinas 
through the eyes of his later scholastic interpreters, thereby overestimating 
the pL1ce of natural law in his thought and underestimating the place of 
Aristotelian practical wisdom. The result, l claimed, was a highly mis
leading picture of Aquinas as a rigid system-builder partly responsible for 
the lamentable demise of Aristotelian practical wisdom in Western culture. 
The picture was also designed to highlight what Maclntyre then took to 
he Aquinas's inability to account for moral tragedy, and here I suggested 
that Maclntyrc's case was at best rndically incornplctc. 12 The interpretation 
of Aquinas in f,'Vhose .Justice?, however, includes none of these deficiencies. 
The assertion that Aquinas is umblc to account for moral tragedy has been 
withdrawn. Macintyre hns converted. More to the point, he has broken 
free from scholastic Thomism's reading of Aquinas and given not only a 
more detailed but a more accurate reading of the relation between Aristote
lian, Stoic, and Augustinian clements in the Summa Theologiae. Where he 
had expressed suspicion of Aquinas's :ittempt to produce a total system, he 
now emphasizes, rightly, that the system is self-consciously unfinished in 
form and that its mode of inquiry is dialectical in nature. 11 

Upgr:iding his assessment of Aquinas in these ways docs, however, have 
its costs. After Virtue had explained the misfortunes of Aristotelian tradition 
after Aquinas in part by declaring its view of moral tragedy deficient and 
its metaphysical commitments excessive. Now that Macintyre has clianged 
his mind on these matters, the explanation will have to take a different 
sh<1~w. It also will need to show why metaphysical commitments once 
thought excessive, and thus a source of weakness for the Aristotelian tradi
tion as it entered the modern age, arc now essential. 

Augustinian liberals, recognizing that these commitments are not gener
ally shared by the citizenry as a whole, arc content to factor them into their 
own moral thinking without expecting fellow citizens in the earthly city to 
do likewise. Macintyre shows no signs of becoming that kind of Augustin
ian, but he has thus far done little to clarify the role he envisions for theo
logical assumptions in public life. His position appears to be that ethical 
discourse cannot be sustained as a coherent rational process without taking 
some such assumptions for granted. Another of my criticisms of After Virtue 
bears directly on this issue. I had said that by neglecting the role of religious 
traditions, and thus of religious conflict, in moral history, Macintyre had 
simultaneously neglected one of the reasons that public discourse in m:my 
modern settings has become secularized, in the sense defined in the prcvi 
ous chapter. \V"hen high levels of agreement on llH'taphvsi1·s or oil :i com
plete theory of the good life could llot lw :wlii<·1'<'d tlire1111•.li r:1tio11:1I :1rg11 

11w11t, SOllH' p:trtics used <'0<'1Tio11 (often i11 tlw 1111111 111 .1111wd l(>1Tc or 

~ 
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torture) to compel acceptance of theological presuppositions. Others, how
ever, tried to hammer out a way of thinking a11d talking about ethical issues 
that did not presuppose theological agreement. Both alternatives were tried 
repeatedly in early modern Europe. The bloodshed, unrest, and spiritual 
misery caused by the former made the latter increasingly attractive. 

Whose .Justice? uses a similar hypothesis, albeit somewhat tentatively, to 
repair Maclntyre's explanation of the rejection of J\ristotelianism: 

That [the] coexistence of i\ristotclianisrn in the moral sphere with a variety of 
Augustinian theologies and with increasingly anti-Aristotelian modes of theo

rizing in the sciences should have proved fragile is scarcely surprising. But what 
most profoundly finally moved the largest part of Europe's educated classes to 

reject i\ristoteli:111ism as a framework for understanding their shared 111or:1l 
and social life was perhaps the gradual discove1y during and after the savage 

and persistent conflicts of the age that no appeal to any agreed conception of 
the good for human beings, either at the level of practice or of the<n-y, was now 

possible. (\VJ, 209; emphasis in original) 

Needless to say, from my point of view this change promises to improve 
the account considerably. Yet Macintyre neither integrates this hypothesis 
into the narrative as a whole nor allows it to inAucnce his appraisal of 
liberal society. So despite his admission that the facts of pluralism may have 
been the most important factor in the rejection of Aristotle, the rest of the 
book shows no traces of this thought. In particular, Macl ntyre docs not 
grapple with the apparent implication that the educated classes of carly-
111odern Europe may have had good reason to tailor their institutions and 
vocabularies to accommodate diverse reasonable perspectives on theology 
and the good. 

I low Ncn TO Discuss LIBERALISM 

'I 'his failure of integration becomes especially problematic in a chapter 
1·:illed "Liberalism 'fransfonned into a Tradition." Of the four traditions 
t rcated in Whose ]ustice?, only liberalism is dispensed with in a single chap-
1 er. The beginning of the chapter concludes the discussion of Scotland 
I 1egun more than a hundred pages earlier, leaving only barely more than a 
do1,en pages on liberalism as such, :it the end of which M::idntyre acknowl
<'dges the need to do much more. Why didn't he do more here? Perhaps 
lie feared the book was getting too long as it was, but he also knew that 
I 1<·<·;rnse he was still writing agaillst liberalism, he could not do without 
•,111nc :1ccount, however cursory, of its salient features. The result is utterly 
1111sympathetic c:iricature at the very point where the narrative most ur
J',<'lltly requires d<·t:1ilt-d :ind foir-mindcd exposition if it means to test its 
.111il1or's pt"<'1'01l<'t'jll i1111« '' itl1 :Ill\' rigor :It :ill. 
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Macintyre once criticized Marc use for "his way oflumping together very 
different thinkers under a common label for purposes of either castigation 
or commendation" (HM, 84). Yet castigation-by-lumping is the main func
tion performed by the label "liberalism" in both After Virtue and Whose 
]ustice? So the plentiful proper names that filled out the chapters on Greece 
or Scotland give way here to such oversimplifying abstractions as "the lib
eral system of evaluation" and "the liberal self," as well as heavy reliance 
on the passive voice. Readers will be hard-pressed to discover just who is 
being discussed. After asking why it matters that Marcuse's version of the 
history of philosophy is highly selective, Macintyre said this in 1970: "The 
answer is that by omitting so much and by giving a one-sided interpretation 
of those authors whom he docs invoke, Marcuse is enabled to exaggerate, 
and in some instances to exaggerate grossly, the homogeneity of the philo
sophical thought of a given age" (I IM, 15). Similarly, Macintyre com
plained about Marcusc's "willingness to rely upon abstractions" instead of 
talking about particular people (I IM, 18), of his tendency "too much to 
read the history of culture through the lenses provided by his own version 
of the history of philosophy" (I IM, 15-16), and of his contentment with 
"incidental illustrations of his theses" where he should have offered "evi
dence in a systematic way" (I IM, 14). All these criticisms apply to Madnt
yre's chapter on liberalism in Whosc]ustice? 

My point is not that Macintyre had higher and better standards back 
when he had not yet gone traditionalist. The standards he applied to Mar
cusc arc built into his current theory of rationality, which requires members 
of traditions in crisis to meet challenges from their opponents by learning 
alien languages and engaging in reasoned debate with competing tradi
tions, while leaving open the possibility of refutation. The same standards 
are reflected in his praise of Aquinas's attempt to overcome the conflict 
between Augustinian and Aristotelian traditions. Such conflicts, Macintyre 
says, achieve resolution only when they move through at least two stages: 
one in which each tradition describes and judges its rivals only in its own 
terms, and a second in which it becomes possible to understand one's rivals 
in their own terms and thus to find new reasons for changing one's mind. 
Moving from the first stage to the second "requires a rare gift of empathy 
as well as of intellectual insight" (\VJ, 167), a gift Aquinas's writings exern
pli fy. M;iclntyre shows great empathy for ancient Greeks and for the reli
gious tradition from which he was once alienated but none whatsoever for 
liberal modernity. After three major books and half a dozen minor ones, 
his dialogue with liberalism has yet to reach the second stagc. 1{ 

The chapter on liberalism does include a promising, if grudging, crnuTs 
sion. The section in which the concession is 111;1dt· i>l'gins with a familiar 
and unpromising claim "that the project of frn111di111•. ;1 lorn1 llfSlll'ial lll'dn 
i11 whil'h i11divid11als t'rndd t·111;11wipalt· tlw111""h"" 1111111 ilw 1·0111 i111'.t'IW\' 
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and particularity of tradition by appealing to genuinely universal, tradition
independent norms was and is not only, and not principally a project of 
philosophers. It was and is the project of modern liberal, individualist soci
ety" (WJ, 335). llcre Macintyre identifies liberalism with an antitradition
alist quest, one that seeks to rise above all tradition to the vantage point of 
universal reason and that is expressed in both liberal thought and liberal 
practice. It is the project of liberal society as such. But Macintyre immedi
ately goes on to say that the history of this project, and in particular the 
interminability of its debates over supposedly universal principles, demon
strates that liberalism is in fact one tradition among others. Liberalism, 
then, is a tradition, but one whose necessarily frustrated project is to cease 
being what it is. 

This line of reasoning has often been used, by Haucrwas as well as Mac
Intyre, to dispense with liberal society as the embodiment of an obviously 
incoherent project. Tn Whose ]ustice?, Macintyre stops just short of that 
conclusion. Uc clearly intends to make the idea of "liberalism transformed 
into a tradition" strike the reader as paradoxical, and he thinks liberals have 
reason to feel embarrassed by this transformation, but he also makes a 
concession when he adds that: 

increasingly there have been liberal thinkers who, for one reason or another, 

have acknowlcc.lgcd that their theory and practice arc after all that of one more 

contingently grounded and founded tradition ... unable to escape from the 

condition of a tradition. f:ven this, hown•ci; ran be 1wog11iud without any inronsis

temy and has gradually been recognized by liberal writers such as Rawls, Rorty, 

and Stout. CWJ, 346; emphasis added) 

It can indeed be recognized without any inconsistency, and even without 
;1 slight air of paradox or embarrassment, but only if we reject Maclntyre's 
definition of the liberal project. The idea of "liberalism transformed into 
:1 tradition" remains a paradox or an oxymoron only if liberalism is initially 
defined as Macintyre has defined it. What should we do if we reject Mac
I 11tyre's definition? Let me consider two options. 

The first is to replace his definition of the liberal project by another 
'me. Maclntyre's new account of the rejection of Aristotle in early-modern 
(.',urope suggests a candidate at once. We can say that the liberal project 
ll'as simply to tailor the political institutions and moral discourse of modern 
·;ocicties to the facts of pluralism. Saying this would supply an answer to 
1 lic question Macintyre poses in Whose ]usticc?: "What kind of principles 
'·:111 require and secure allegiance in and to a form of social order in which 
111dividuals who are pursuing diverse and often incompatible conceptions 
• 111 he good can live together without the disruptions of rebellion and inter-
11:d war~" (210). Spt·aking in this way allows us to view the quest for a 
.. 1:111dpoin1 alimT .di l1;1di1i1111 :ind dw :iHempt to :1hstract entirely from 
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consideration of the common good as two, but only two, possible expres
sions of the liberal project. We arc free to declare them completely discred
ited without abandoning that project in the least. Notice that one can, on 
this view, remain a liberal while abhoring virtually everything Macintyre 
identifies with liberalism in Whose ]ustice?, including not least of all "the 
liberal self'' and "the liberal system of evaluation." 

The second option is to drop the notion that there is something worth 
calling the liberal project. We might then use the phrase "liberal society," 
if at all, simply as a name for the configuration of social practices and insti
tutions we in the United States and certain other countries happen to be 
living with right now. We might add that any such configuration is too 
complicated to be explained as the expression of a single project. We might 
insist, with this in mind, that social criticism is not well served by sweeping 
pronouncements either for or against liberal society, but rather by balanced 
and detailed commentary on its various features and prudent counsel on 
how one or another of them should be changed. We might even come to 
think of "liberalism" as the name for a particular kind of obsolete ideology 
whose critics and defenders thought there was something worth calling the 
liberal project and who therefore engaged in fruitless debates over whether 
it was a good or a bad thing. 

Both options have advantages. I advocate the second, and in this book 
have steered clear of the term "liberalism" whenever possible. (That is why 
I feel slightly uncomfortable when Macintyre refers to me as a liberal 
writer.) Reading his chapter on "liberalism" reconfirms my suspicion that 
the very term may at this point be blocking the path of inquiry. I Ic may 
respond, however, by charging that my use of the phrase "liberal society" 
implicitly concedes the central contention of After Virtue, that our society 
is too fragmented and incoherent to sustain rational moral discourse. Whose 
]ustice? defends this contention by describing the metaphysically austere 
"internationalized languages of modernity" as the result of attempts to ab
stract discourse from "all substantive criteria and standards of truth and 
rationality" (WJ, 384). The intended implication seems to be that the lan
guages in fact being used in liberal society make rational moral discourse 
impossible. Users of such languages, like the social solipsist mentioned at 
the end of A Short Histmy of Ethier, can make choices but not rational ones, 
for they lack any framework of criteria and standards within which reasons 
for action might be found. 

I say that this seems to be the implication Macintyre intends, but at the 
end of the chapter in which he gives his account of the "intcrnationali,,,cd 
languages of modernity," he adds a qualification: 

the condition which I have described as th;1t ch.11.1111·11-.111 "I tlw Lit(' tw<"11ti 
<"th <T11t111T L1111•.11;11'.•· 11r i111"r11;1ti .. 11.ili11·.I 111 .. .!1·111111 1·. I" 1 l1.q1·. lw·.t 1111.I"r 
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stood as an ideal type, a condition to which the actual languages of the metro
politan centers of modernity approximate in varying and increasing degrees, 
especially among the more affluent. And the social and cultural condition of 
those who speak that kind of language, a certain type of rootless cosmopoli
tanism, ... is also ideal-typical. (WJ, 388) 

Maclntyrc's ideal-types arc caricatures by another name. Caricatures have 
legitimate uses. 'I 'hey can draw attention, by means of exaggeration and 
abstraction of actual traits, to significant truths. They do not take the place 
of realistic portraiture. What we need to know if we arc to judge the ratio
nality of our moral discourse by Macintyre's theory, and what he has not 
yet shown, is the precise degree to which the "languages-in-use" in our 
society approximate the extreme that his dystopian ideal describes. 

In the final chapter of Whose ]ustice?, Macintyre grants that few of us 
are social solipsists, "alien to every tradition of enquiry" we encounter and 
utterly deprived of the resources of rational traditions (WJ, 395-96). 

Most of our contemporaries do not live at or even near that point of extrem
ity .... Instead they tend to live betwixt and between, accepting usually un
questioningly the assumptions of the dominant liberal individualist forms of 
public life, but drawing in different areas of their lives upon a variety of tradi
tion-generated resources of thought and action, transmitted from a variety of 
familial, religious, educational, and other social and cultur<1l sources. (WJ, 397) 

1 fcre the term "liberal" is applied only to those fc;iturcs of our society 
that Macl ntyrc finds contemptible. The "tradition-generated resources of 
thought and action" are admitted to be present in our society, but they arc 
made out to be residues of something nonlibcral or prcliberal. 

This way of speaking, like his use of ideal-types, allows Macintyre to 
depict anything he approves of in our society as inessential to it. He is 
then free to discount apparent countcrcvidcncc to his claims about "liberal 
society" as beside the point. The countcrevidencc merely shows that there 
:ire forces and tendencies not yet crushed under the foot of the liberal 
project. We arc not meant to be thankful to liberal democracy for allowing 
''tradition-generated resources" of various kinds to survive the early-mod
nn war of all against all. I refer once more to Maclntyre's critique of Mar
n1sc's One-Dimensional Ma11: 

I le holds that there are forces and tendencies in society which run counter to 
the tendency that his book describes. He asserts that One-Dimmsional !vltm is 
rnnccrned with these counterforces and tendencies also; but they do not, ex
"cpl for one or two paragraphs, appear in his book until the penultimate page, 
;i11d then no great· hope is attached to their prospects. Mareusc's pessimism ... 
i·; 011lv wrv lom1·l\' ·;i1pport('d hy an appc:1l to evidence. (I JM, 70) 
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Madntyre's pessimism about "liberal society" analogously depends upon 
rhetorical devices in which, first, that society is identified with an essentially 
anti traditionalist project and, second, any counterforces within it are disso
ciated from the vacuous and rootless condition toward which it aspires. 

It therefore comes as no surprise when Macintyre condemns not only 
the few social solipsists in his midst, but also the majority of his contempo
raries, who live "betwixt and between": "This type of self which has too 
many half-convictions and too few settled coherent convictions ... brings 
to its encounters with the claims of rival traditions a fundamental incoher
ence which is too disturbing to be admitted to self-conscious awareness 
except on the rarest of occasions" (\NJ, 397). But this harsh judgment 
against both his contemporaries :rnd the somewhat younger man who 
wrote A Sh01t I Iistrny of Fthics, Mru:'Ci.1111 am! Christianity, and Her/mt Mar
wsr: An Fxposition and a Polemic has not been established. 'fo establish it 
Macintyre would have to do two things he has not yet clone. He would 
have to show, first of all, the precise point at which eclectic diversity of 
"tradition-generated resources of thought and action" becomes mere frag
mentation, thereby condemning most members of a society to "fundamen
tal incoherence." And he would also have to show that our society has 
already passed that point.' I 'he theory of rationality defended in Whose Jus
tice? fails to perform the first task. r !is caricature of liberal society could 
hardly perform the second. 

Macintyre deploys these smne devices in a slightly different way in his 
1990 book, 'fhi·re Rival Venio11s of Moml F/l(Jltiiy. 11 l Icrc he set<; out to de
bunk two major modern alternatives to his own Thomism. One position, 
which he labels "genealogy," is exemplified in the writings of Friedrich 
Nietzsche, Paul de Man, Gilles Dcleuze, and Michel Foucault. The other, 
which is meant to suggest what became of Enlightenment liberalism in the 
course of its nineteenth-century decline, is exemplified in the Ninth Edition 
of the Fmyclopedia Britrt1111icr1. 7hree Rival Versions does have the virtue of 
associating liberalism with the writings of particular people. Macintyre 
mentions a number of proper names: ]. G. Frazer, Henry Sidgwick, and 
Edward Burnett Tylor, among others. He offers an analysis of the ethos 
that the contributors to the Ninth Edition shared. The analysis is much 
more detailed and substantive than anything in the corresponding chapter 
of Whose]ustice? But suppose we grant that Macintyre has adequately char 
acterized the men who put together the Ninth Edition. Grant, further, th al 
Macintyre is right to declare the encyclopedists the losers in the debate hc 
has arranged for them with the representatives of genealogy and tradition. 
Assume, in other words, that the form of liberalism they represent really 
does lie in shambles by book's end. What does this dialectical exercise lea(' Ii 
us about modern people who neither collabor:1ll·d ()Jl Ilic Ninth F,di1i()11, 
nor subscribed to the ethical and philos()plii(':d pn,111i·.1". 11111111~<" wli11 did> 
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Macintyre clearly intends the encyclopedists to represent something 
L1rger than themselves. But why let Sidgwick and his fellow cncyclopedists 
·.land for Whitman or Dewey or, for that matter, TH. Green? There is 
:111 undefended principle of selection at work here-one that serves only to 
rt·inforcc the sharp dichotomy between tradition and modernity. Macln-
1 vrc has interesting and effective criticism to offer of the works he discusses, 
l1ut he docs nothing to vindicate his selection of opponents. Why suppose 
1 liat Sidgwick, Nietzsche, and Pope Leo Xfll represent an adequate sam-
11ling of late nineteenth-century ethical inquiry? In After Virtue, the choice 
presented to the reader was given in the title of chapter 9, "Nietzsche or 
,'\ristotle?" This assumed, of course, that the "Enlightenment project" had 
,dready been dismantled in earlier chapters, after having been exposed to 
Nietzsche's relentless criticism. In Three Rival Vcnions, the encyclopedists 
',l:md in for the likes of I Turne and Kant. Nietzsche retains his previous 
1'1le. And the Thomism of Pope Leo Xlll represents Aristotelian ethics in 
11 ~latter-day, Augustinian form. So the choice we arc being offered remains 
··~sentially the same. 16 But, as before, Macintyre has given us no reason to 
"11ppose that modern ethical discourse can be reduced so easily to a small 
li:111dful of theoretical options. 

i\t one point in /lfrer //i1111e (243), Macintyre describes William Cobbett, 
,1l<111g with] anc Austen and thcJacobins, as one of the last great rcprcscnta-
11ves of the tradition of virtue ethics. This is a bold and provocative claim, 
for which Macintyre gives no support. Is it true? Only, I think, if we define 
"virtue ethics" very narrowly, so that only a form of ethical discourse con
l11rming closely to an Aristotelian or Thomistic framework qualifies. 
I" H>sen up the definition a bit and look in the right places, and you will 
l111d discourse on the virtues permeating the ethos of modern democratic 
'11lturc. Cobbett himsclfwas a towering, ethically ambiguous, transitional 
I 1gure, with one foot in medievalist nostalgia and the other in modern de-
111<HTacy. His writings arc almost as important as Thomas Paine's and Mary 
\ \'ollstonecraft's for anyone who wants to understand the relations among 
1 "ligion, critical thought, and the emergence of democratic culture in Brit
,1111 and America. As E. P. Thompson has shown, Cobbett's journalism 
l'l:1ycd a major role in creating a mass audience for social criticism in Brit
,1i11 in the decades after the French Revolution. 17 Another historian, Chris
t "Jlher Lasch, assigned him an cqua lly important role in the development 
, ii 111< >dern populist thought. 18 Cobbett's debunking I Iistmy of the Protestam 
N<'/inwrttirm is a major modern source of antiprogressivist nostalgia for me-
1 I wval times.1'1 [Tc also set in motion those forms of modern radicalism 
1 l1:1t lake their inspiration from an image of premodern communities and 
'1111ws. N.11ml Rides inaugurates the kind of observational (eye-witness) so
' i:il niticis111 that twentieth-century readers might associate with works 
l1L1· ( hwl'll's N.011t! to f,Vigrm Pin or /\gee's l,ct U\' Now Praise Famous Mm. 20 
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134 CHAPTER 5 

Cobbctt's 'J'hii·teen Se1wons and the countless issues of the weekly maga
zine, the Political Register, which he not only edited but wrote almost single
handedly for years, were among the most widely read texts of the period.21 

In short, Cobbett is far more important than Maclntyre implies, and 
mainly for a reason that Madntyre's history cannot easily make room for, 
which is that so m;my strands of modern ethical discourse can be traced 
directly to his influence. Once it dawns on us that the heirs of Cobbctt's 
obscrv.-itional social criticism include Orwell and Agee, among many oth
ers, we ought also to begin suspecting that M.-idntyrc's examples of ethical 
discourse after Cobbett .-ire either .-irbitrarily or self-scrvingly chosen. ff 
Cobbett is, as Macintyre suggests, an exemplary social critic, and if other 
exemplary socinl critics were in fact inspired by his example, then modern 
ethical discourse begins to seem somewhat less bankrupt, even by Macln
tyrc's own stnndards. 

Wendell Berry may be the best contemporary example to use in making 
this point. Berry, who works by day as a farmer in Kentucky, is a gifted 
practioncr of observational social criticism. Much of his work has the rural 
flavor and antimctropolitan ;mi mus of Rum! Rides. The themes of tradition, 
community, nnd the virtues (in the plural) arc also much in evidence in his 
writing. I !is work is not properly described, then, as antitraditional or 
"after virtue." It is, however, very much a product of democratic culture. 
I lazlitt, Thoreau, Emerson, and Whitman all appear in bis quotations, and 
one can sense their influence on his prose style as well as his normative 
commitments. Berry's work, not Maclntyrc's, is the closest thing to Cob
bctt's that we have from a living writer. It is, by my lights, a more honest 
and rigorously conceived body of work than Maclntyre's. And it has three 
sizeable advantages over Macfntyrc's: first, by virtue of expressing in a quite 
beautiful style a profoundly spiritual sensibility; second, by doing so, for 
the most part, without resorting to cant or posturing; third, because it 
includes both '!he U11settli11g rifA111erica and The llidden Wrmnd, respectively 
the most important book on environmental ethics ever written and the best 
book on race that I know of by a white writer.22 The point to draw attention 
to here, however, is that Berry's work, with its open embrace of both tradi
tionalist and democratic elements, exists at all, or rather that it exists i11 
democrntic moden1i~y. 

But then so docs Madntyrc's. Because Maclntyrc's traditionalism itself 
belongs to modern ethical discourse, and could not have sprung out of 
nowhere, it is bound to have trouble accounting for itself without abandon
ing its contention that Cobbett and Austen were without modern heirs, 
In Three Rival Venions, Macintyre does acknowledge indebtedness to the 
Thomists among his modern predecessors, but the rhl'lorical p:1ttcrns wt· 
have already identified in /lftcr Virtue cannot he :11T.,11111c·d fi1r hy this ac 
lmowkdgc111c11t al()\w. F"r 01w ll1i11g, wri1i111•,. I/to I 11111r 11;1•; p:11·1 .. r llw 
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path that led Macintyre to rediscover his Thomist forebears. The Thomis
tic destination, which appears not to have been foreseen in advance, cannot 
be used to explain his movement down the path. For another thing, the 
connection to Thomism would not fully explain the rhetorical use of the 
sublime to which T have already drawn attention. In point of fact, the book 
belongs to a prominent strand of Romantic ethical discourse that bas never 
been far to find in the modern period and has always relied, in just the way 
Maclntyre docs, on the rhetoric of ruin and fragmentation. 1t is a very 
modern form of ethical discourse, but also a form that has a stake in not 
being able to recognize itself as belonging to the setting against which its 
criticism is directed. 

THADTTION /\ND R1\TION/\LITY 

I will take the liberty of referring to both traditionalism, from Burke and 
Coleridge to Macintyre and l laucrwas, and modern democratic thinking, 
from Emerson and Whitman to Nancy Fraser and Corncl West, as tradi
tions. By speaking in this way, T am able to locate Berry in an area where 
two traditions interact. All I mean by the term "tradition" in this context 
is a discursive practice considered in the dimension of history. No general 
criterion for individuating traditions is assumed in this way of speaking, 
and so I shall offer none. I am content to let pragmatic considerations settle 
the question of individuation on a case-by-case basis. On another day, with 
a different purpose in view, one might have reason to refer to the likes of 
Coleridge and the likes of Emerson as embraced by a single, larger, looser 
tradition. Macintyre sometimes uses the term in roughly the way I use it, 
hut he also uses it in a narrower, normatively charged way. Susan Moller 
()kin, in her incisive feminist critique of Macintyre, rightly observes that 
he equivocates between two senses: 

In spite of Maclntyre's persistent use of gen<lcr-ncutral language, it is clear 

that most women, as well as men who have any kind of feminist consciousness, 

will not find in any of his traditions a rational basis for moral and political 

action. Where, then, do we stand~ i\re we outside all traditions an<l therefore, 

in MacTntyre's view at least, "in a state of moral and intellectml destitution"? 

(:an one be anything but an outsider to a tradition that excludes one, and some 

of the things one values most, from what it regards as the best human life? ... 

11 fie gives conflicting accounts of what a tradition is. At times he describes it 

;1s a defining context, stressing the authoritative nature of its "texts"; at times 

lie talks of a tradition as "living," as a "not-yet-completed narrative," as an 

;1rg·ument about the goods that constitute the tradition.'' 

<>kin goes on to point out that feminism, though not a tradition in the 
•,1·11-;t· ofhcing dctin<'d Ii\' ckferencc toward authoritative texts, is a tradition 
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in the second sense. I am proposing that the second sense be explicated in 
terms of the concept of a discursive social practice viewed diachronically. 

Macintyre uses the second of Okin's two senses of tradition to gain cred
ibility for the notion that rationality as such depends on tradition, which 
it surely docs, if all we mc<111 by a "tradition" is an enduring discursive 
practice. Ile uses the first, narrower sense to create the impression that 
unless we identify with a discursive practice of a very particular kind, we 
necessarily place ourselves outside the bounds of rational discourse itself. 
The kind of discursive practice he takes to be essential to the exercise of 
rationality involves deferential submission to authoritative texts and au
thoritative interpreters of texts, though this requirement does not, he as
sures us, preclude the ability to make large-scale revisions of inherited 
commitments when faced with epistemological crises. Equally essential to 
the rationality of a practice, nccording to Madntyrc's account, is its em
bodiment in institutions that arc capable of securing agreement on a doc
trine of the hurmm good (presumably, by means of catechism directed at 
newcomers and a combination of magisterial suasion, discipline, and ex
communication directed at disscntcrs). 24 Once tradition is identified with 
traditionalist practice (and the hierarchical institutional structure that goes 
along with it), it becomes possible to argue that modern democracy, be
cause its ethical discourse is obviously not governed by a tradition in thfr 
semc, is nothing more than a scene of conceptual fragmentation. Yet once 
the ambiguity of the term "tradition" is made plain, it becomes obvious 
that the debate over the new traditionalism is best construed not as a debate 
between traditional and modern varieties of ethical discourse, but rather 
as a debate involving at least two traditions or strands of modern ethical 
discourse: a tradition dedicated to a very narrow conception of how tradi
tions ought ideally to operate and a tradition dedicated to the project of 
loosening up that conception democratically and clialogically. lt is also pos
sible, of course, to identify a third tradition involved in this clebate
namely, the Cartesian one I once described as the tradition that would 
rather not be a tradition at all. 

Earlier in this chapter, I tried to show what mischief Macintyre causes 
by defining liberal modernity rcductively as the social expression of the 
Enlightenment project's antitraditionalism. Here I simply want to call at
tention to the existence of multiple strands of ethical discourse in modern 
societies and to point out the clangers of confining our attention to ethica 1 
traditions in the narrow sense. Macintyre has not demonstrated that tradi
tions of the kind he favors arc uniquely capable of fostering rational dis
course, so he has not shown that such traditions arc the only ones 7J'ortby 
of study or allegiance. Furthermore, if we study only t lie rigid kind oft radi 
tion that Coleridge stood for when he called li>r llw n<·;1tio11 ofa vir111011~ 
clcrisy as an antidote to modern fr:1g111c11tati011, 11" w1ll 11111 Ill' :1lil<· lo lwar 
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both sides of the debate in which Coleridge was himself participating. In
deed, we will not be able to do justice to the complexities of the modern 
debate over traditionalism at all. This debate has been going on now for 
two centuries. The relatively loose kind of tradition represented by the 
patterns of influence that lead from Wollstonecraft, I lazlitt, and Emerson 
to their contemporary heirs is essential to understanding what modern ethi
cal discourse has been like outside of the institutional settings in which 
clerisics exercise power. It should not be surprising to find that some writ
ers, anxious to avoid being dominated by such a clcrisy, have sought to 
distance themselves from it by denouncing "tradition" itself. What such 
rhetorical moves imply, in context, is often hard to make out, but the same 
writers have often had the agility to elude hyperbole on other occasions 
and acknowledge indebtedness to a discursive practice that evolves from 
one generation of discoursers to the next. Emerson and Whitman arc per
haps the best examples of this. Maclntyre's prose is not the only place where 
the term "tradition" slips back and forth between two senses. 

Of the thinkers who first reflected on the opposition between the Enlight
enment and traditionalism, it was I Icgcl who understood most fully the 
importance of overcoming the assumption that moderns must choose be
tween reason and tradition if they wish to escape the rule of arbitrary will. 
Macintyre Aatly rejects the likes of Thomas Paine under the heading of the 
"Enlightenment project." He denounces the traditionalist Edmund Durke 
as a shoddy theorist, a turncoat, and an "agent of positive harm. "21 Burke's 
most important theoretical error, according to Macintyre, was his failure to 
overcome the Enlightenment opposition between reason and tradition, a 
failure that required him to embrace an irrationalist type of traditionalism 
if he wanted to resist the intellectual and political consequences of antitracli-
1 ional reason. This is a sound criticism. It was, however, not only fully ap
preciated by both Wollstonecraft and I lazlitt, but articulated at the highest 
level of philosophical theory by I Icgcl. In books like Marxism and Chri.11ia11-
i1y and Against the Se!f-hnages of the Age, one can sense Madntyre's continu
ity with, and dependence on, Hegel's overcoming of this dualism. Con
'ciousness of this continuity may be part of what kept him on course, in 
t liose clays, as a radical social critic sensitive to the sources of his own think
i 11g. I lis writings of the 1960s already embodied an exercise of critical rea
'< >11ing that was conscious of its own dependence on an unfolding dialectic. 

1 n one of the best critical discussions of Afte1· Vi11ue, Richard Bernstein 
'., >nclndes that "there is very little in Macintyre's critique of the Enlightcn-
11H·11t project that was not stated or anticipated in Hegel." Bernstein la-
11w11ts, however, that after a brief reference to what "Hegel called philo
"ophical history" (AV, 3), Macintyre proceeds to discuss modern society 
;111d t'lhical theory as if Ticgcl never existed. "This is a curious omission 
1 011~idni11g the arr:l\' of' thinkers Macintyre docs discuss, the sensitive un-
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derstanding of Hegel exhibited in Maclntyre's earlier writings, and espe
cially because of the relevance of Hegel to Maclntyre's central concerns." 
Macintyre seems to have lost all awareness of how much he "himself appro
priates from this tradition in his critical reconstruction of the virtues."'6 It 
would not take much to bring Maclntyre's theoretical reflections on tradi
tion and rntionality into line with the commitments of a Hegelian pragma
tist like Bernstein or me. One need only eliminate the arguments that de
pend on equivocating between Okin's two senses of "tradition" and then 
eliminate all traces of the unwittingly Burkean assumption that all tradi
tions worthy of the name are traditionalist. But larger corrective measures 
are required to set straight his history of modern thought and society. For 
at the time he wrote After Vi11ue, his long-standing hatred for all things 
liberal combined with his loss of faith in Marxism in a way that seems to 
have occluded his historical memory. The modern intellectual traditions 
to which he owes the most receive no acknowledgment whatsoever. This 
peculiar form of amnesia has eve1ything to do with his grim conclusion 
that the exhaustion of Marxism "is shared by every other political tradition 
within our culture" (AV, 262). 

Macintyre was not a less rational man at mid-career than he is today. He 
could by now write the modern analogue of Augustine's Confe.1:1·ions. The 
story of his reasoned movement betwixt and between the various traditions 
with which he has affiliated himself is itself strong evidence against a theory 
according to which rationality can be exercised at its best only within highly 
coherent and "well-integrated" traditions. Macintyre has for many years 
been one of our most interesting and thought-provoking social critics. Even 
his mistaken arguments often instruct; even his caricatures often advance 
the debate. But he has performed a valuable service to his culture precisely 
by being the sort of person his current theory of rationality frowns upon. 

What kind is that? It is the kind who, from time to time, finds it necessary 
to abandon a morality so well integrated that it suffocates thought, who 
has the courage to take a stand for which there is not yet a convenient label 
or easily defined lineage, and who has the practical wisdom to fashion a 
critical language for himself out of materials borrowed from many sources. 
All of this can be done without engaging in the liberal project, aspiring to 
be a citizen of nowhere, or ceasing to be one of us. One of the things I 
most like about our society, despite its many horrors and injustices, is that 
it breeds such people and occasionally rewards them, justly, by buying their 
books, debating their ideas, and sometimes even offering them distin 
guished professorships. When Ma cl ntyre complaim that 011(' of the "111osl 
striking facts" about our society is its l:wk of "i11·;1i1111i1111:tli1.l'd li>rn111s 
within which .. , f1111damc11tal disagn'l'111<·111'. • .111 lw "'"ln11;11i,·all~· n 
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plored and charted" (WJ, 2), I have trouble squaring his complaint with 
the facts of his career or the existence of the various journals and presses 
he and I have used to express our disagreements with each other. By the 
same token, when 1 consider his traditionalist theory of rationality and the 
story he wants to tell about modernity, f cannot help suspecting that he 
may himself be the best case against his own central claims. 
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CONCLllSJON 

ln you whoe'er you are my book perusing, 
ln 1 myself, in all the world, these currents flowing ... ~ 1 

e import of this answer is that we should not imagine the life-giving 
trees on which we depend as something essentially alien to American 
i1ocratic modernity. That stream is in us and of us when we engage in 
r democratic practices. Democracy, then, is misconceived when taken to 
a desert landscape hostile to whatever life-giving waters of culture and 
dition might still flow through it. Democracy is better construed as the 
me appropriate to the currents themselves in this particular time and 
ice. ln Nm1h Star Count1y-a "history of the people of the Midwest, told 
)111 their dimension in their languagc"-Mericlcl Le Sueur imagines the 

ople as 

a river that winds and falls and gleams erect in many dawns; lost in deep gul
leys, it turns to dust, rushes in the spring freshet, emerges to the sea. The 
people are a story that is long incessant coming alive from the earth in better 
wheat, Percherons, babies, and engines, persistent and inevitable. The people 
always know that some of the grain will be good, some of the crop will be 
saved, some will return and bear the strength of the kernel, that from the 

bloodiest year some survive to outlive the frost." 

NOTES 

INTRODUCTION 

1. For defenses of the doctrine of neutrality, see John Rawls, A Theory of]ustire 
(Cambridge, Mass.: I Iarvard University Press, 1971) and Ronald Dworkin, /I !\lat
ter of Principle (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1985). It is interesting that 
many of the critics of this doctrine describe themselves as liberals. See Amy Gut
mann, Democratic Education (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1987); Stephen 
Macedo, Ubernl Virtues (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1990); Joseph Raz, The 
Morality of Freedom (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1968); and Gcorg·e Sher, 
Heyo11d Neutrn!ity: Pnfectim1i.wn and Politics (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1997) . l discuss the reason-tradition dichotomy in Ethin- aftC1' Babel, ex
panded ed. (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2001), pt. 2. 

2. 1 explain all of this Rawlsian terminology and give the relevant references to 
Rawls's works in chapter 3 (page 65 and following). 

3. Notice that I do not define modern democracy simply as rule by the people. 
Nor do I place emphasis primarily on the electoral process. "The heart of the matter 
is a principle about access to public deliberation" (Oliver O'Donovan, '/lie Desire 
of the Nmio11s: Redi.ffove1·i11g the Roots of Political Tlxo!ogy [Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1996], 269-70). 

4. ()'Donovan, Desire of the Nations, 270. 
5. John Dewey, The P11/ilir and !ts Prnble111s (Athens, Ohio: Swallow Press, 1927), 

144, 146. 
6. Dewey, 1he Public, 143. 
7. Rebecca S. Chopp, "From Patriarchy into Freedom: J\ Conversation between 

American Feminist Theology and French Feminism," in The Postmodern God: A 
Theological Reader, ed. Graham Ward (Oxford: Blackwell, 1997), 237. 

8. Dewey, The Public, 149. 
9. On Emerson's deliberate use of this tactic in Represmtative ~Im, sec Robert 

D. Richardson, Jr., Rmerso11: The !\[ind 011 Fire (Berkeley: University of California 
Press, 1995), 415. 

10. The conception of religion lam taking for granted here and throughout part 
1 is indebted to George Santayana, The J,ije ofReaso11 (Amherst, N.Y.: Prometheus 
Books, 1998), and to the excellent exposition of Santayana in l lcnry Samuel Levin
son, Santaya11a, Pragmatism, and the Spiritual Life (Chapel Hill: University of North 
Carolina Press, 1992). 

11. For an explanation of what I mean by "expressive rationality," sec Robert 
B. Brandom, l'vlaking It Explicit: Reasoning, Represeming, and Dismrsive Commit1mnt 
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1994), 105-11, 130. This usage differs from 
( ;corge J ,indhcck's use of the term "expressivism" in The Natl/re of Doctrine: Theo!
".''.)'""'' Ndi.1:io11 i11 11 Postlibeml Age (Philadelphia: Westminster John Knox Press, 
I 'IH I) I ,111dl ,..1 ·k .I ist inguishcs "propositional,'' "experiential exprcssivist," and "cul-
1111 .d 11111•.111·.111" illl'11ri"'' of n·ligi1111. The !:1st ohhcsc types approximates the form 
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of cxpressivism one finds in Wilfrid Sellars and Brandom, neither of whom is an 
expressivist in Lindbeck's sense. The form of cxpressivism Lindbeck has in mind 
is the essentially subjectivist form associated with the Romantics; it views religious 
language as the expression of a prelinguistic <lirnension of human experience. The 
Scllars-Bran<lom form of cxprcssivism began to take shape in Hegel's reaction 
against precisely this aspect of Romantic antirationalism, which he diagnosed as 
"Begeistenmg zmd 'friibheit" (ardor and muddiness) early in the preface to The Phe-

11ome110logy of Sf!irit. 
12. Whitman was also influenced to some extent by Hegel, as Richard Rorty 

points out in ilrhieving Our Co1mt1y: Leftist Thought in Twmt ieth-Cmtury 1/merica 

(Cambridge: I larvanl University Press, 1998), 20-21. 

CHAPTER 1 
CnARACTEH AND PmTY FROM EMERSON TO DEWEY 

1. Walt Whitman, /)emocmtic Vistas, in Whitman: Complete Poetry a11d Collected 
Prose, ed. Justin K.1plan (New York: Library of America, 1982), pars. 15, 14. llereaf-

tcr cited as "J)V," with paragraph number. 
2. f larold Bloom, I11e 1lmerim11 Religion: 1/:1e Emergence of the Post-Christian Na-

ti rm (New York: Simon an<l Schuster, 1992), 22-25. 
3. Montan us, who livc<l in the second century, claimed that the I Joly Spirit spoke 

through him during his trances. His followers advocated more spontaneous liturgi
cal celebration and emphasized that the Spirit might speak through anyone. The 
Mont<rnist heresy was their claim that speech directly inspired by the Holy Spirit 
possessed more authority than the official pronouncements of any church official 
or even the scriptural record of Christ's teachings. Pclagius was a British monk who 
argued that if Cod holds human beings responsible for their sins, they must be free 
to behave responsibly. Augustine argued against the Pclagians that we arc always 
already in a state of sinfulness, a condition for which we arc nonetheless accountable 
as the result of our choices and from which only God's grace can save us. See 
\Vi\liam Placher, ;I llistOJ)' of Chi·istian Theology: !111 lntrod11cti011 (Philadelphia: 

Westminster Press, 1983), 50-51, 115-20. 
4. Michael Lind, The Next American Nation (New York: Free Press, 1995), chaps. 

4 and 5. 
5. Of course, Rohert Bellah and many others pose it in terms borrowed from 

Tbcqucvillc. For an cxten<led treatment of Bellah and his associates, see Ethics afte1· 
Babel, expanded ed. (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2001), pt. 3. 

6. Edmund Burke, Reftectio11s 011 the Revolution i11 Frnnce, ed.J.G.A. Pocock (Indi-

anapolis: Hackett, 1987), 79. 
7. Augustine of Hippo, City of God, trans. Henry Bcttenson (London: Penguin 

Books, 1984), bk. 19, chap. 4. 
8. Stanley Cavell, Conditio11s Handsome 1111d Unh11ndso111e: The Constit11tio11 off':mcr-

so11irm Pe1fectio11i.w11 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1990). 
9. Cavell borrows the term "perfectionism" from John Rawls, who uses it to 

name a position rejected in A Theory of}ustice (Cambridge, Mass.: I larva rd \ 1 nivn 
sity Press, 1971 ). But Cavel! appears not to mean by it what Rawls dol'S. I'< 1r lt111+,, 
pcrfcct·ionism is committed to ;irranging politi<"al i11s1i1111ions 'ii> :1s "10 111:1\i111i1<· 
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the achievement of human excellence in art, science, and culture" (325). Cave II secs 
the achievement, enjoyment, and respect of excellence as values that matter deeply 
to a democratic sensibility, but he does not set out to maximize them in a consc
quentialist spirit. In this respect, his position is closer to the one Robert Merrihew 
Adams defends in Finite and Infinite Goods: A Framework for Ethics (Oxford: ( )xford 
University Press, 1999), chap. 14, than to what Rawls calls perfectionism. Adams 
adopts Rawls's usage, and so rejects perfectionism in this restricted sense. I will 
employ the term in Cavell's looser sense-according to which perfectionism need 
involve neither the consequentialist aim of maximizing excellence nor the notion 
that there is a fixed goal of perfection that all human beings should aspire to attain. 

I 0. Ralph Waldo Emerson, Emerson: Essa_ys and Lectures, ed. Joel Porte (New 
York: Library of America, 1983), 458; emphasis in original. 

11. Emerson, "The Divinity School Address," in Emerson: E.uays a11d l.cct11rcx, 
83. By "the gift of tongues," he meant the inspiration to stand up and speak clo· 
quently for oneself, not "as the fashion guides." 

12. Consider this sentence from Whitman's "Letter to Ralph \Naldo Eml'rson": 
"'fo me, henceforth, tl1at theory of any thing, no matter what, stagnates in its vit<ils, 
cowardly and rotten, while it cannot publicly accept, and publicly name, with spl' 
eific words, the things on which all existence, all souls, all rcali,,ation, all dl'<Tll<'\', 
all health, all that is worth being here for, all of woman and all of man, <ill il<':1111v, 
all purity, all sweetness, all friendship, all strength, all life, all immortality dqH"11d" 
(1¥hitmm1: Poetry and Prose, 1335). This is the language of pious acknowlcdg111<"11I 
of dependence, but the topic he is discussing is sex. 

13. Preface to tl1e 1855 edition of Let1vesofGrm:r, in T.Vhitman: Poetry 11111/ l'rmt', .'·I. 
14. Ibid., 2 33. 
15. Tbid. 
16. John Dewey, A Common Faith (New Haven: Yale University l'rl'ss, J<H·I), 

53. Hereafter cited as "CF" 
17. Emerson, Emenon: E.1:1·ays and Lectures, 88, 302, 268. These words <"<>Ill<' i'rn111 

"The Divinity School Address," "Compensation," an<l "Sclf-Rcli:mcl'," rl'sp<·1·1 i1TI\' 
18. A more plausible story is the one Robert McKim tells at thl' ll('gi1111i111'. .,f 

Religious Ambiguity and Religious Di'versity (Oxford: Oxford University l'n·s·;, .'Oil I)· 
"Once upon a time the religious traditions were distanced from l':H'h oliH·1, liotl1 
geographically and mentally. The typical member of the typicd 1r:1di1irn1 11·011111 
learn about other traditions from travelers' talcs, for example. TIH"rl' w:1" 11" .111.I 
there was them. Now they are our neighbors, and we arc no longn al :1 di.,L<l1< 1· 
If they are our neighbors, and we are no longer <list;mccd from tlH"111, t hrn 11I1.11 
can we do but try to fin<l out what they think? What can we do 1>111 :d< wli.<I i·. ilw 
appeal of their point of view?" But this, as McKim says, is thl' r11h: ... Liki111• ... t111·1 
traditions as seriously as they ought to be taken may shakl' 01H"'s lr:1<li11 .. 11 '"ti" 
core: in particuLir, it may require :1 different attitude low:ml rnH"'s 01111 l><·li1·f·," ( 1111 
McKim hopes fiir Ill<' <'lll<Tf',·l'.IH'<' of"somc awareness that Ill<' 1radi1i1>11·. 11·1i11·•,1·111 
a 1111mll<'r oi' lw11<",I .111<·rnp1·, lo grapple with so11H"llii11g ohs<"11n·" (1·i1i), 11111 111 
wisl'l.1· 111:11""· 1111 I" 1·.!11 11.,11·. 

I •1, ... , Ji, >111•.l11·. I 111 1111 ( .1<1·.1· Id 111<' I '1 .... :.·111 I >i·:··· 11111·111·," (I'/'/()), Ill /11 .. 11 fl//, I 

11/ t/11· /111111>/lid/•/, / ./u11111./ /t'11d, ,.,J I (l\11•.1011· Joh11 \\", .. ,, .111<1 () (. ( ;11·1·11'1 .d, 

I HWtl. 00! 
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23. See especially bis contribution to Henry Louis Gates, Jr. and Corne! West, 
The Future of the Race (New York: Knopf, 1996), which is entitled, "Black Strivings 
in a Twilight Civilization." For a much more hopeful hook and one more in keeping 
with my democratic instincts, see Roberto Mangabeira Unger and Corne\ \Vest, 
"J11e Future of Americm1 ProgTessivi.1111 (Boston: Beacon Press, 1999), where the au
thors invoke what they call "the American religion of possibility," and leave out the 
extreme highs and lows of West's prophetic Christian rhetoric. l believe this is 
e<1sily \Nest's best book so far, but given that the book is coauthored, it is hard to 
tell how fully it expresses his own perspective on the grounds for democratic hope. 
The hook is also commendable for its elegant style, the specificity and imaginative
ness of its practical proposals, and for allowing the rhetoric of reform and democ
racy to displace \Vest's early rhetoric of revolution and socialism. 

24. I started thinking seriously about Ellison while reading West's first hook, 
Prnphesy J)elh1cr1111(c! (Philadelphia: Westminster John Knox Press, 1982), where 

Ellison functions as a moral hero. 
25. Emerson, "Man the Reformer," in Emerson: Essays and Lectures, 145. He adds: 

"But I think we must clear ourselves each one by the interrogation, whether we 
have earned our bread to-day by the hearty contribution of our energies to the 
common benefit? and we must not cease to tmd to the correction of these flagrant 
wrongs, by Liying one stone aright every day" (cmph;1sis in original). 

CHAPTER 3 
Rm,1f;1ous REASONS IN PoLITTCAL J\RGUMENT 

I. John Rawls, Politital J,ibemli.1w (New York: Columbia University Press, 1993; 
paperback C(I., 1996). Hereafter cited as "PL." For a detailed account of the social 
contract as a set of principles "that could not reasonably be rejected, by people who 
were moved to find principles for the general regulation of behavior that others, 
similarly motivated, could not reasonably reject," see Thomas M. Scanlon, What 
Wc (hl'e 'lo J\ach Other (Cambridge: 1 brvard University Press, 1998), 4 and passim. 

2. Nicholas Wolterstorff, "The Role of Religion in Decision and Discussion of 
Political Issues," in Religion in the Publit Square: The Place of Religious Convictions in 
Political /)ebate (New York: Rowman and Littlefield, 1997), 94; emphasis in original. 

3. John Rawls, Collected Papen·, ed. Samuel Freeman (Cambridge: Harvard Uni-

versity Press, 1999), 573-615. Hereafter cited as "CP." 
4. For useful criticism, sec Kent Greenawalt, Religious Convittions and Political 

Choire (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1988) and Private Consrienres and Public 
Reaso11s (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1995); and Wolterstorff, "The Role of 
Religion," 67-120. The most thorough and powerfully argued treatment of the 
general topic is now Christopher J. Eberle, Religious Conviction in Liberal Politics 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002). Sec also Ronald F. Thiemann, 
Religion in Publir J,ife: A Dilemma few Democraiy (Washington, DC: Georg·ctown 

University Press, I 996). 
5. Woltcrstorff briefly discusses the relationship hctween entitlement ;111cl the 

R:iwlsian sense of "rcaso11;1blc11css" in "The Role of R..!igion," <JI. 
(i. \\11111<'1"'1mff, "Th" lfok of lfrli1',i1111," I()~; C"lllJ>li.1.,i·. in mi1',i1i:d. 
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7. Woltcrstorff makes a related point about respect and particularity in "The 
Role of Religion," 11 Of. 

8. Notice that even on the amended version of Rawls's position, this would not 
he enough. 

9. For illuminating remarks on the importance of attending to the "concrete" 
other, sec Scyla Benhabib, .)'ituatii1g the Set( Ge11de1; Conmnmity, and Postmoderni.w11 
i11 Colltempomry f~thics (New York: Routledge, 1992), esp. chap. 5. In chapter 7, I 
will discuss this theme in Benhabib's work. In chapter 12, I will clarify what a 
dialogical model involves by discussing Brandorn's distinction between "I-we" and 
"l-thou"conccptions of sociality. 

I 0. Woltcrstorff, "The Role of Religion," 109. 
1 I. I am not addressing the distinctive issues surrounding the roles of judge, 

juror, attorney, or public official. 
12. I will consider Ilaucrwas's arguments and give relevant references to his 

works in chapters 6 and 7. 
I 3. One could also reasonably complain that the now rather baroque theory is 

simply too complicated to serve its intended public purpose as an action guide. If 
these scruples were to he followed by the masses, we would all need catcchetical 
instruction from the Rawlsians. 

I 4. The term "public" is to he understood here in its ordinary sense. I Iauerwas 
was not speaking ;1t a c1111p;1ign rally or before a congrcssion;1! committee. So Rawls 
might say that this case docs not involve the "public forum," and that his scruples 
would therefore not apply. But why should this matter? Suppose another Christian 
pacifist did speak at a campaign rally for ;1 political candidate representing thl' 
Green Party. \Vouldn't it he good, all thing-s considered, for her arguments to circu 
late publicly? Ilow can we know in advance that they won't he persuasive? Suppos!' 
the speaker resists translating her arguments about the s;mctity of human life into 
a Rawlsian vocabulary. Must we then condemn her for failing to satisfy the proviso~ 

15. The phrase appears as the title of chapter 4 in St;mlcy f Iaucrwas, Di.1patchn 
jim11 the Frn77t: 'fheologirnl Engagements with the .)'emlar (Durham: Duke University 
Press, 1994), where I faucrwas portrays Walter Rauschcnbusch and Reinhold Nie 
buhr as complicit in "the exclusion from the politics of democracy of any religious 
convictions that arc not 'humble'" (I 04). l laucrwas asks: "Docs that mean I do not 
support 'democracy'? I have to confess I have not got the sligh(cst idea, since I do 
not know what it means to call this society 'democratic'. Indeed, one of the trou 
bling aspects about such a question is the assumption that how Christians answl'1 
it might matter" (105). In this book, l am trying to say what it might mean to 
call this society "democratic" and why it might matter how Christians answer tha1 
question. 

16. John Rawls, Lectui-es 011 the History of lvloml Philosophy, ed. Barbara Hcr111:111 
(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 2000), 329-71. 

17. In the next several paragraphs, I will he relying on Robert Brandom, "Fr('c· 
dom and Constraint by Norms," in Hermeneutii:1 and Prn:xis, ed. Robert Holli111•,<·1 
(South Berni: University of Notre Dame Press, 1985), 17 3-91. Brandom men I io11·. 
arts ;md sports on 187. 

18. lfolwrl lk111do111, "Some Pragmatist Themes in Hegel's Idealism: Ncg·ot ia 
1io11 .111il ,\d111i11i .. 1r:11io11 i11 l lq~·el's Acco11ntofthc Structure and Contcntof(:o11 
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ceptual Norms," Eurnpean]oumal of Philosophy 7, no. 2 (1999): 164-89; emphasis 

in original. 
19. Brandom, "Some Pragmatist Themes," 179. 
20. Ibid., 166; emphasis in original. 
21. These cxprcssivist considerations explain why Wolterstorff is right to say 

that we do not need a political basis of the kind that Rawls is seeking: "We aim at 
agreement in our discussions with each other. But we do not for the most part aim 
at achieving agreement concerning a political basis; rather, we aim at agreement 
concerning the particular policy, law, or constitutional provision under consider
ation. Our agreement on some policy need not he based on some set of principles 
agreed rm by all present and future citizens and rirb eno11gb to settle all important 
political issues. Sufficient if each citizen, for his or her own reasons, agrees on the 
policy today and tomorrow-not for all time. 1 t need not even be the case that each 
and eve1y citizen agrees to the policy. Sufficient if the agreement be the fairly gained 
and fairly executed agreement of the majority."("" !'he Role of Religion," 114, em-

phasis in original.) 
22. Brandom, "Frce<lom an<l Constraint," 189. 
23. Compare Woltcrstorff, "The Role of Religion," 1 \2f. 
24. Richard Rorty, "Religion as a Conversation-stopper," in Philosophy and Social 

I lope (London: Penguin Books, 1999), 168-74. 1 lcrcaftcr cited as "PSI I." 
25. Robert B. Brandom, Maki11g It Fxp!icit: Rcasoniug, Representing, rmd Dismn·ive 

Commitment (Cambridge, Mass.: I larvard University Press, 1994), 228; A11imlating 
Rea.wms: An lmrod11rtion to Juferentialis111 (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University 

Press, 2000), 105; hereafter cited as "J\R." 
26. Greenawalt, Relip;io11s Com>irtions, chaps. 6-9. 
27. Richard Rorty, Conti11gmcy, Irony, rmd Solidarity (Cambridge: Cambridge 

University Press, 1989), 73. 
28. Richar<l !forty, Philosophy a11d the Jlv!inor of Natzwe (Princeton: Princeton 

University Press, 1979). 
29. Johanna Goth made a similar point in her senior thesis for the Department 

of Philosophy at Princeton University (spring term, 2000). 

CHAPTER 4 
SECULARIZATION AND RESENTMENT 

Personal correspondence, quoted with permission ofJohn Bowlin. 
1. From the introduction to Radiral Orthodoxy, cditc<l by John Milbank, Cather

ine Pickstock, and Graham Ward (London: Routledge, 1999), l, 14, 3; hereafter 
cited as "RO." Sec also John Milbank, Theology and Social Theoiy: Beyond Seculm· 
Reason (Oxford: Blackwell, 1990); hereafter cited as "TST" 

2. Richard John Neuhaus The Naked Publir Square: Religion and Demorrnry i11 
America, 2d. ed. (Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans, 1995), 25, 80, 82; emphasis 

removed. 
3. Christopher Hill, The English Bible a11d the Se1>c11tm1th-Cmt111y Ncrn/111io11 

(London: Penguin Books, 1994), 413. I lcreafter cit("d :i-; "I•'.B." 

..\. S\'c FB, --107 <1, "f20. 
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5. Sec Stout, IEthics aftei- Babel cxpandc<l c<l. (Princeton: Princeton University 
Press, 2001), chap. 3. 

6. In this context, the term "liberal" docs not imply that the society in question 
is committed to a version of "liberalism," which is a philosophical view. 

7. I do think that it is dangerous to bring religion into political discourse in 
countries where religious hatred is severe, but the United States is no longer such 
a place. 

8. Victor Anderson opens his book, Pmgmatic Theology (Albany: State University 
of New York Press, 1998), by attributing to me the claim that theology is essentially 
obsolete, a casualty of secularization, a lost cause. The epigraph of his first chapter 
is a passage from my Ethics after Babel, 165, that appears to commit me to this claim. 
But Anderson omits two crucial sentences from that passage in which I make clear 
that "the language spoken in the public arena" is "compatible with belief in God." 
So he ends up attacking a position I do not hol<l. 1 n 11/'ildemen W'andei·i11g1·: Probing 
Twentieth-Century '/beology and Philosophy (Boulder, Colorado: Wcstvicw Press, 
1997), Stanley Hauerwas complains that, according to Ethics after Habel, "no goo<l 
reason can be given in 'our' kind of worl<l for holding [religious] belicfa" (108). But 
I explicitly reject this view on 187 of that book. I did once argue for a negative 
conclusion on the rationality of modern religious belief, hut l~thirs after Babel with
drew both the argument and the conclusion. The old argument had two major 
flaws. First, it wrongly posited modernity as a more or less uniform mcgacontcxt 
in which all modern persons should he assessed epistcmically. Thus it ignorc<l many 
factors, of the sort typically mentioned in spiritual autobiographies and conversion 
narratives, that separate one individual's epistemic context from another's, even in 
the same epoch. Religious differences need not be explained by saying that only 
one group is justified in believing· what they believe, while the others arc not. This 
bears on the sccon<l flaw in the ol<l argument. For my early work employed an 
implausibly rigorist standard of justification, which did in effect stack the deck 
against the possibility that a modern individual could he cpistcmically responsible 
in holding religious beliefs. 

9. William T Cavanaugh, "The City: Beyond Secular Parodies," in Milbank, 
Pickstock, and 'Var<l, Radical Orthodoxy, 182-200; I am quoting from 190. 

10. For a spirited refutation of the standard form of secularization theory, sec 
Mary Douglas, "The Effects of Modernization on Religious Change," in Religio11 
and America: S'pii-ituality in a Serular Age, e<l. Mary Doughs and Steven M. Tipton 
(Boston: Beacon Press, 1982), 25-43. 

1 L I owe this phrasing to John Bowlin. 
12. See especially R. A. Markus, Saeculum: Jlfrtory and Soriety in the Theology of' 

St. Augustine (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1970). Milbank argues his 
case against Markus in Theology and Social 'Jbeory, chap. 12. For excellent critical 
discussions, see John R. Bowlin, "Augustine on Justifying Coercion," The /lnn1111/ 
of the Soriety ofChi·istian Ethics 17 (1997): 49-70, and James Wetzel's paper on Mil
bank and Augustine, forthcoming in the ]ournal of Religious Ethics. 

I.~. I have learnc<l much about Ruskin an<l about the limitations of Milhank's 
interpretation of him from David Craig. 

I·+. Cc01-gc Hunsinger, Disruptive Gnm: Studies in the 'lZ1eology of K11r/ !f11r1/i 

(< ;r:nHI Rapids: Ecrdmans, 2000), 74-75 . 
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15. Hunsinger, Disruptive Gmce, 80. 
16. I am quoting directly from Karl Barth, Churrh Dogmatirs, 1/1, trans. G. T 

Thomason (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1936), 60; hereafter cited as "I/1." Hun

singer quotes this line in Disruptive Grnre, 80. 
l 7, George I I unsinger, 1 lo<l' to Read Karl Barth: 11.1e Shape of His 11.1eology (Ox

ford: Oxford University Press, 1991 ), 234-80. Karl Barth, Church Dogmatics, IV /3, 
trans. G. W. Bromiley (Edinburgh: T. & T Clark, 1961 ), 3-165. llercafter cited 

as "IV/3." 
18. Hunsinger, How to Read Kad Barth, 279. 
19. Recall that I am not using the terms "expressive" and "expressivist" as some 

theologians do. As I explain in note 11 to the Introduction to this book, what I am 
saying here does not put me at odds with what George Lindbeck calls a "cultural-

linguistic" approach. 
20. Cass R. Sunstein, Rep11blic.com (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2001 ). 
21. On the connection between the small gnmp and rituals of this kind, sec Mary 

Douglas, Natuml Sym/10/1-: E.iplomtirms in Cosmology 2d eel. (T ,on don: Routledge, 

1996), chap. 7. 
22. The nostalgic note is struck in the first paragraph of the first chapter of 

Milbank's 'fbeolop,y 1111d Social Theory: "Once, there was no 'secular'. And the secular 
was not latent, waiting to fill more space with the stream of the 'purely human', 
when the pressure of the sacred was relaxed. Instead there was the single commu
nity of Christendom, with its dual aspects of mrerdotimn and regnu111. The saemlum, 
in the medieval era, was not a space, a domain, but <l time" (TS'I~ 9). The utopian 
note is especially prominent in Cavanaugh, "The City: Beyond Secular Parodies," 

182, 194-98. 
23. Sec John Milbank, "Postmodern Critical Augustinianism: A Short Smm1111 in 

Forty-two Responses to Unasked Questions," in 71.1e Postmodern God: /I 'lJ?eologiml 
Reader, ed. Graham Ward (Oxford: Blackwell, 1997), 269. 

24. Sec William Werpchowski, "i\d Iloc Apologetics," 'Jbe ]011mal of Religion 

66, no. 3 (July 1986): 282-301. 
25. Barth, Ch11rch Dogmaticsl/1, 61. 
26. Hunsinger, Disruptive Grace, 86-87. 

CHAPTER 5 
Tim NEw T1U\DITIONAL!SM 

1. Milbank, whom I have described in the previous chapter as the leading propo
nent of radical orthodoxy, refers to chapter 11 ofTS'T~ as "a temeritous attempt to 

radicalize the thought of Macintyre" (327). 
2. Aftn Virtue, 2d ed. (Notre Dame: University of Notre Dame Press, 1984), 

25 3, 2 5 5. Hereafter cited as "AV" Neuhaus refers to the line about modern politics 
as a form of civil war no fewer than four times in The Naked P11hlir Square, 21, 99, 

111, 163. 
3. Alasdair Macintyre, /I Shon llistmy of Ethirs (New York: Macmill:111, I <JMi). 

I lcrc;1ftcr cited as "SI!." 
·I. 1\11nTir1111((1</ (,'/11h·tii111if\' (Nnv Y"r'-: s,.Ji",-l,,·11, I 1>r1H). 
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5. I allude of course to another of Maclntyrc's hooks from this period, Against 
the Sd(lmages of the Age (Notre Dame: University of Notre Dame Press, repr. 
1978). 

6. lled1ert i\1armse: /In Rtjmsitio11 fll/(I rr f'olcmir (New York: Viking, 1970), 70. 
Hereafter cited as "JIM." 

7. In the remainder of this paragraph, I am echoing David Bromwich's discus
sion of the sublime in llazlitt: '/Z1c Mi11d 0(11 Critic (New York: Oxford University 
Press, 1983 ), 191. 

8. William 1 lazlitt, '!he Complete Works of William l laz.litt, ed. P. P. I lowe (Lon
don: _I. M. Dent, 1930-1934), vol. 4, 124-25. 

9. Alasdair Macintyre Whose ]ustire? Which Rationality? (Notre Dame: Univer
sity of Notre Dame Press, 1988). [ lcrcaftcr cited as "WJ." 

10. For my earlier criticisms of the narrative, sec Stout, f':tbirs after Bahe!, ex
panded ed. (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2001), chaps. 9-10, and "Virtue 
among the Ruins," Neue Zeitsrhriftflir .1ystem11tisrbc 'IY.m1logic und Religiomphi!osophie 
26, 110. 3 (1984): 256-73. 

11. In a review of ( ;corge Forrell 's l fistoiy o( Christian Hthio-, vol. 1, Ethic» 91, 
no. 2 (1981 ): 328-2<). 

12. Stout, "Virtue anHmg the Ruins," 267-68. 
13. I do not mean to imply complete agreement with Maclntyre's reinterpreta

tion of Aquinas. For example, I believe he is overly impressed hy Aquinas's rigorist 
account of truth-telling. I le is overly impressed, [ suspect, because he is insuffi
ciently attentive to differences between Aquinas's approach to that topic, where 
"natural law" inAucnccs predominate, and his approach to such topics as violence, 
where he is more nearly Aristotelian. '[(i describe these differences properly, Macin
tyre would have h,1d to give a more detailed <Jccount of Aquinas's conception of 
practical reasoning, especially his account of the moral species of <lll act, and then 
ask whether Aquinas adhered to that conception in treating truth-telling and sexual
ity. The person who first drew my attention to these differences W<lS Victor Prelkr. 

14. This difficulty mars his treatment of anything English and especially of Scot· 
tish and Irish thinkers, like David llume and Edmund Burke, who acquired suffi 
cicnt empathy with English modes of thought to adopt them as their own and raise 
them to new heights. Consider, for example, the long quotation from Roy Porter 
that Mac! ntyrc uses to smear the English social order (WJ, 21 5), and ask yoursel I 
whether it shows a rare gift of empathy. Or, review the sentences 1 have already 
quoted about the "savage and persistent conAicts of the age," and ask yourscl r 
whether Hume's views on religious fanaticism and enthusi<1sm are given a fair hear 
ing (WJ, ehaps. 15-16). 

15. Alasdair Macintyre, '/Zwee Rival Venirms of]}lornl Rnquiry: Emyclopedia, (,'ml' 
alogy, and Tmdition (Notre Dame: University of Notre Dame Press, I 990). I disrnss 
this book in more detail in the postscript to the Princeton edition of Rthin 11/il'I 
Bahe!. 

16. Maclntyre's most recent book, Dependent Rati011t1! //nimals: Why llum1111 //,· 
i11gs Ntl'd tht Virtuts (Chicago: Open Court, 1999), is refreshingly free of his usu;il 

rlll'lori,. ;il1rn11 lilinalism and liberal society. But the contrast between Aristotle and 
Ni.-11·.1 lw 11 ili1 11 Jij,.J, ii ends echoes the partition first introduced in cha pin 11 ol 
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AV And his criticisms of both "recent social and political philosophy" and "the 
modern state" (130-3 I) show that he has not changed his mind on these points. 

17. F. P. Thompson, The Making of the English Wo1·ki11g Class (New York: Vin
tage, I 966), 746-61. 

I 8. Christopher Lasch, The Trne 1111d Only Heaven (New York: Norton, I 991), 
181-84. 

19. William Cobbett, 11 History of the Prntestant Reformation in England and lre
l11ud (l ,ondon: C. Clement, I 824). 

20. \Villiam Cobbett, Rurnl Rides (London: Dent, 1913; originally published in 
1830). 

2 I. William Cobbett, 1hirtern Sc1wm1s (New York: John Doyle, 1834). 
22. Wendell Berry, The Unsettling ofAmerirn: Culture andAgrimlt11re (San Fran

cisco: Sierra Club, I 986) and 'Jbe llidden rVozmd (San Francisco: North Point, 
1989). 

23. Susan Moller Okin, ]ustice, Gmde1; mul the Family (New York: Basic Books, 
1989), 60-61; emphasis in orig·inal. 

24. Macintyre is, at this point, clearly assuming the need for what Brandom calls 
an "[-we" model of discursive rationality. The "we" in this case is constituted by a 
traditional consensus on the good. f will discuss Brandom's alternative to such mod
els in the final section of chapter 12 below. 

25. WJ, 8, 217-18, 3 5 3. 'fo Macintyre, Burke essentially sold out his Trish com
patriots by becoming complicit in English imperial rule. Politically and socially, he 
personifies what Macintyre bas always tried not to he. But for Burke to play this 
role in the story being told here, Macintyre needs to omit reference to his writings 
on the Irish question, on the wisdom of conciliation with the American colonies, 
and on the misdeeds of Warren I lastings. Before we discard Burke too quickly and 
without ambivalence, it may be worth recalling what the radical critic William Haz
litt wrote of him in 1807: "lt has always been with me a test of the sense and candour 
of any one belonging to the opposite party, whether he allowed Burke to be a great 
n1an." 

26. Richard Bernstein, Philosophical Profiles (Philadelphia: University of Pennsyl
vania Press, l 986), 1 38, 140. 

CHAPTER 6 
VmTUE AND THE WAY OF THE WoRLD 

I. Stanley 1Iaucrwas,11 Better I lope: Re.ro11ncsjor a Church Confronting Capitalism, 
Dernocmcy, and Postmodernity (Grand Rapids: Brazos Press, 2000), 10. Hereafter 
cited as "BH." 

2. Haucrwasian perfectionism resembles Emersonian perfectionism in that both 
are rooted in a reaction against austere forms of Protestantism in which justifica
tion eclipses sanctification. And to a large extent, these two forms of perfectionism 
propose similar remedies in emphasizing excellence, virtue, self-rnltivation, the 
value of exemplary figures and spiritual guides in the ethical life, and a concL·piion 
of sanctification acconling to which individuals arc swept up into so11w kind of 
divine ahundancc. B11nhcsc parallels arc not~ nw1·cly coi1widt·11tal. l•:111tTs<111 and his 
li11!011·l'rs wen· self 1"011•wi1111sl)' r:1dil':di1i11g tlw l,i11tl 111 •.,11wtific:1tio11 .111d 1·i1t1w 
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